4. ROLE AND REFERENCE GRAMMAR

4.I. PREAMBLE
4.1.1. Focus of this chapter

I discussed subjects, objects, and transitivity as defined in
grammar.
I compared English with Korean and Chinese in
ea¡lier ap'proaches to
order to see how well these basic concepts can account for predicate classification,
grammatical relations, and reference-tracking in discourse. Several problem areas
were pointed out. The conclusion was that these concepts a¡e better suited for describing English ttran either of the two East-Asian languages.
ln this chapter I examine Korean and Chinese texts using the theoretical model
of Role and Reference Gramma¡ (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997).I will auempt to
ln the previous chapter,

for applying ttre theory in practice. Also, I will test how well a¡r
RRG approach can cope with the kinds of problems raised in chapter 3. When
devise a method

necessitaæd by findings in the data colpus, I propose some adaptations to the theo-

retical model or topics for futu¡e resea¡ch. I hope this will be a step towa¡ds a
model which would be particularly well-suited to ttre special needs of a ñeld linguist who is investigating a perhaps little-known language in East-Asia. The focus
is especially on the begirning phase of such a project. The aim is to find an efficient
way of gaining a good initial understanding of how the target language works.

4.1.2. Summary

of

problems

First of all, let us summarize what the problems a¡e. In earlier approaches, tlre classification of predicates is based on transitivity. Even in modem approaches, transi-

tivity continues to be one ofthe features predicates are subcaûegorized for. A problem, howeve¡, is to find clea¡ criteria on which to base one's decisions. Another
problem is to explain what, if it is not transitivity, constrains predicates in their behavior and range of complements. Hence, one of tt¡e needs is an adequæe basis and
testable ctiteria for predicate classification.
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of

grammatical relations showed that there a¡e va¡ious
problems related to the notions of subject and object. These are language-specific
notions which conflate a differenr mixture of syntactic, semantic, and discourse notions in different languages. Therefore there is a need for a ftamework that does not
assume a priori a particular blend. A related question is that of topics. Typical for
East-Asian languages is a kind of topic-comment sentence where some raditional
subject properties are manifested by topics. These have been problematic for ea¡lier
approaches. The aim is to find a satisfying way of accommodating them too in a

An

examina¡ion

gammatical framework.
On the discourse level, the question

reference tacking. As for English,
ea¡lier approaches suff,rce to provide the main concePts needed for explaining the
basic system. The monitored concept is grammatical subject which coincides with
topic. Also antecedent identification follows certain grammatical rules. In Korean
and Chinese, the situation is more elusive. ln Korean, it seems, the monitored con-

is

cept is neither subject nor topic. Moreover, Korean and Chinese frequently rely on
semantic and pragmatic inference instead of syntactic clues fo¡ antecedent identification. An ideal theoretical framework should be able to account for even systems like
these.

4.1.3. Motivation

for using RRG theory for problem solving

field situation, the goal is not just to describe a language wittr technical labels
and syntactic rules but to understand how lower{evel phenomena work as building
blocks to communicate coherent messages. This is the reason why I have chosen a
functional model as the theoretical framework for this sûdy. Within the functional
approach to linguistics, Role and Reference Gramma¡ is one of the most comprehensives models (Foley and Van Valin 1984; Van Valin 1993 (ed.); Van Valin and
LaPolla i997). Included are all the components called for in the sumnary of problems. Sø¡ing from predicate semantics RRG extends to explain clause, sentence,

In

a

and discourse-level phenomena.

It incorporates theories of predicate

semantics,

grammatical relations, and reference-tracking systems. Moreover, included are also
theories of the structure of the clause, juncture and nexus types, cÍrse marking, and

information strucilre.
A¡¡other motivarion for choosing RRG is its data-orientation. The model seeks
to be applicable to all languages. During its development, a variety of languages
have been considered, and the theory has been shaped accordingly. Besides common lndo-European languages the framework has been applied to American Indian'

African, Asian, and Pacific languages.
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One of the explicit goals of RRG is to present a framework field linguists
could use for writing gmmmars. To my knowledge, however, nobody has presented a proposal on exactly how to begin investigating a linle known language
using RRG theory. To the uninitiated, the theory can seem rather complicated.
Another thing is that applications of RRG have bæn written by people who alrready
seem to have a good knowledge of ttreir target language. Often it is ttreir mother
tongue and they arc trying to find a good way to describe something they already
know how to use. This is not the situation a field linguist faces. The corpus of ttre
field linguist is likely to be texts rather than his or her own intuitive knowledge of
the language. Judgements a¡e reached through an interaction with mother-tongue
speakers. The linguist has to work to discove¡ the meaning of various marking pattems. There may be stn¡ggles in a¡eas like how to prepare texts for analysis and
where to posit clause breaks.

There a¡e thus multiple reasons for choosing the RRG model as the framework
for this study. The goals of the theory fit with those of a field linguist, the concepts

of RRG

seem

to be universal in application, and there is not yet an explicit

adaptation geared to the si¡¡ation of doing initial linguistic analysis. In the present
chapter

I will

suggest a pactical method

for using RRG in tinguistic analysis to

gain initial undersønding of a language one is in the process of leaming.

4.2. PREPARING TEXTS FOR ANALYSIS
4.2.1. Working with texts
In what follows it is assumed that ttre analysis is based on texts, since these provide
the context needed for interpreting linguistic phenomena. I have applied the RRG
framework to the same texts that were used in the compa¡isons between Korean
and Chinese in Chapter 3. The procedure is demonstrated with one sample text
from each language respectively. The results have been checked against the two
other texts which are cited for ñrther illusration when relevant Examples from
other sources are given when my data corpus does not provide a suitable illusùation.
Depending on the type of resea¡ch situarion, texts may be collected orally from
native speaken, or taken from wrinen sources prepared by mother-tongue authors.

If

obtained directly from a speaker of the language, the texts should be taped, as
intonation and pausing provide valuable information about the structue of the æxt.

My texts a¡e from w¡itten sources, but I have taped them as they were read by a
speaker of Korean and a speaker of Chinese. Because of the imporunce of pho-
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nology for the fieldworker I have \ilanted to include relevant phonological phenomena in the study of syntax.

4.2.2. Integrating syntax, semantics, discourse, and phonology
Grammatical analysis is concemed with the relationship between meaning and the
linguistic form that is used to communicate it. By "form" we usually mean syntactic
form. But there is also ttre aspect of phonological form, which often plays a crucial
role in indicating meaning. Languages with a written tradition have developed
systems of punctuation and indentation ¿ls a kind of visible expression of phonological form in order to compensate for the loss of information which occurs when
speech is wrinen down.

In some languages, phonology plays a particularly important role as a structuring device. Consider a humorous story that has been circulating in the Guangxi
province in Southem China (Yang Huangdian, personal communication). According to the story, a person wanted to wish his neighbor happy New Year by gving
him the following verses:

(ls1)

Xrn nián hão / huìqì shão / bu dé dã
new year good / badluck few /not need go

guãnsi

tocourt

'May you have a good new year with little bad luck and no need to go
to court'

gãng gang chéng / cù
zuò jiü
jar succeed / vinegar
make wine jar

suãn

sour

'when you make wine, every jar succeeds, your vinegar is sour'

yãng zhu yãng chéng xiàng / lãoshti dõu si guáng
aI die finished
raise pig raise become elephant / rat
'your pigs will grow big like elephants, and all the rats will die'
Unfornrnately, the man did not use any punctuation marks in his poem. When the
neighbor read the text, he made the pauses in wrong places. This is how he understood it:

(152)

Xin nián hão huìqì / shãobudé diã
new year p¡ery unlucky / cannotbewithout go

guãnsi

tocourt

'May your new year be pretty unlucky, you'll have to go to court'
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zuò jit¡
make wine

gãng gãrig chéng

jar jar

'You make wine and

yãng
raise
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cù

I

suan

become vinegar I sour
jar
every
tums vinegar, it's sour'

zhù yãng chéng xiàng lãoshú / dõu si guãng.
pig raise become like rat I all die ñnished

'your pigs will become like rats, and they will all die'
Pausing and intonation indicate which elements belong together and changes in
grouping pattems can have profound semantic consequences. The presence or
absence of a pause may influence which part of speech an element is understood as
representing. This in tum affects what it is taken to mean. As example (152) illustrates, sometimes the result can be an interpretation that is totally opposite to the one

originally inænded!

4.2.3. Identifying sentence and clause breaks
Having obtained texts, one of the first tasks is to prepare them for analysis. This
involves breaking them into sentences and clauses. In its simplest form a sentence
consists of only one clause. Frequently, however, sentences a¡e made up of a
cluster of clauses. What makes the cluster a sentence is that the clauses are
integrated to form a meaningful whole. I¡ one way or another, the cluster "comrlunicæes some logical relationship between the events represented by the clauses"
(Peck 1984: 173). For example, If you lik¿ it, I'll give you some more is lteld
together by a condition and a result that follows the condition when filled.
Phonologically, there is typically ar least a slight pause after each sentence.
Thanks to previous studies we know that "In nearly all languages the completion of
a grammatical unit such as a normal sentence is sþaled by a falling pitch"
(Ladefoged (1975:22S,citedinBurquest 1998:223).Anotableexceprionto this is
the nea¡-universal tendency for yeslno questions to end in a final rising pitch
(Bolinger 1978, cited in Burquest 1998:232).
Some languages contain morphosyntactic indicators of sentence boundaries.
There could be a set of sentence-level particles, such as ma¡kers of illocutionary
force, i.e. indicative, intenogæive, and imperarive. Or, there could be a resricdon
tlut only one independent and fully inflected verb is permined per sentence. But it is
also possible that the language in question does not have clea¡ indicators of
sentence bounda¡ies (Longacre 1996: 285-286). In rhat case, we may be able to
identify nothing more than just some sentence inFoducers, such as then, so, later,
next, however, etc. In summary, sentence breaks are typically established on the
basis of the following criteria:
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o
o
o

The sequence of clauses communicates a meaningful whole.
Pauses and

falling intonation contours occur after breath groups.

Sentence introducers, sentence-final particles, or special sentence-final verb

forms occur.

When breaking complex sentences into clauses, we are looking

for

predications

communicating various kinds of events. Phonologically, we can expect that clauses
would exhibit some kind of phonological unity. It is typical in language for nonfinal clauses to exhibit relarively high pitch level and for final clauses to have a
lower pitch level. Pa¡allel clauses, on the other hand, are often spoken with parallel
intonation contours and separated by slight pauses. An embedded clause typically
does not receive a full intonation contour of its own but is incorporated into the
intonation pattem of ttre clause it is embedded in. In the syntactic analysis, it is
helpful to observe ttre form of the predicate, the form of the nominal arguments, and
whether there a¡e conjunctions. ln summary, things to look for include:

o
o

predications communicating an event
changes in pitch level or parallel intonation contours followed by a slight
pause

o

forms of verbs and nouns, the presence of conjunctions.

There is, however, a potential complication. Languages possess looser and tighær
means of inægrating events together. The problem is in knowing when ttrc inægration is loose enough to warrant a clause break and when it is so tight that the result

should be considered as a single clause. I illustrate this with an example from
Givón (1993, tr: 26). The following set of sentences, rcpresents a scale of decreasing event integration.
(1s3)

the 2nd predicate

NP in the
2nd event

Shelet-goofhim
b. She made himleave

bare stem

accusative

ba¡e stem

accusative

c.

ba¡e stem

accusative

infinitive

accusative

modal

nominative

modal + aspect

nominative

tense, restricted

nominative

fully finite

nominative

a

She had him leave the room

d. She told him to leave
e.She wished thal he would leave
f. She hoped tløt he could have left
g. She knew that he was leaving
h. She said: "I/e is leaving"
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The tightness of integration shows up in the form of the predicate (the integrated
evenr is written in boldface) and the NP associated with it (wrinen in iølics). The
closer to tire top the sentence is, the more noun-like (non-finite) is the predicate, i'e'
the coding of tense, aspect, and modality is restricted. At the same time, ttre NP in
the secOnd event is in accusative rather than in nominative form. Conversely, the
looser the integration, the more likely the second predicate is to be tnrly verb-like
and to appear in a finite form. The nominal argument in the more loosely integrated
constn¡ctions is in nominative form.
When srudying a tittle resea¡ched language, one of the difFrculties is that we
may nor know how tight vs. loose integration is signaled. To illustrate the problem I
will cite examples from the sample texts exarnining them without RRG theories.

4.2.4. Lpplication without RRG theories
4.2.4-1. Korean
The Korean sample text is called The Beauty and the Monk. Below is an outline

of

the text (from Hwang 1987:37):

(154)

Constituents

Contents

Opening:

In Chwungcheng Namto Province there
stânds a Brother-and-Sister Pagoda.
About this pagoda there is

Body:

Fre-Peak Episode

I

a

legend.

A monk was looking after a

temPle

alone. One night, he hea¡d roaring outside. He went out and saw a big tiger

roaring imploringly. Something was
stuck in its throat. The monk putled it
out, and the tiger wagged its tail and
disappeared. The thing pulled out was
woman's silver hair rod. The monk
thought ttrat the úger must have eaten a
woman.

he-Peak Episode 2

Several days later, a tiger's roaring was

heard again. The monk went out and
saw a big tiger carrying a woman. The

tiger put the woman down and disap-
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peared. The monk looked at the woman;
she had fainted. He managed

to awaken

her. She was a beautiful girl, a daughter

of anobleman.
The monk advised the woman to go
to home, but she refused. She wanted to
spend her life together with the monk.
The monk was embarrassed, because he
could not marry. So he took the girl as
his sister, cut her hair, and they devoæd

Peak:

themselves to Buddhism together.

To

commemorate this event, pe.ople
erected a pagoda and called it the
Brother-and-Sister Pagoda

Closure:

As my sample texts are from written sources the sentence breaks are already
indicated in the texts. I accepted the sentence breaks as puncn¡arcd in the written
texts because the breaks were clearly supported by both the phonology and in the
syntax. There were clea¡ breath groups charaaerized by a drop in intonation towards the end and a following

shoÍ pause. In long sentences, the intonaúon curve

stayed high until the final clause was reached.

Syntactically the delineation of clause and sentence bounda¡ies is quite
straightfonvard. Due to the word order consEaints of Korean, every clause and
every sentence ends in the predicate. In complex sentences, the main clause comes
last and the final predicate can be recognized by its form which differs f¡om the
form of the non-final predicates. This is illustrated in the next sentence, which
contains three predicates. The first two end in a non-final or connecting form
(glossed as CON): -ko and -mye. The last predicate ca¡ries a sentence-final ending
(glossed as FIN): -ta, and only this last predicate is inflected for tense.

(155)

a-

Khu-n holangi-ka ku
big-MD tiger-NOM that

khu-n

akali-lul

big-MD

mouth-ACC

pelli-ko
open-and(CON)

'A big tiger with its big mouth op€n,'
b.

yecenhi

wulpwucicu-mye
as.before roar-while(CON)
'roa¡ed as before'
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aywenha-nun tus

something-ACC implore-MD
'as if it was pleading.' (BM: 6)

hay-ss-ta.
as.if do-PAST-DEC(FIN)

Making clause breaks proved to be more problematic. In the Korean sample text,
there a¡e no graphic ma¡ks that indicate clause boundaries within sentences. Nor are
there conjunctions occu¡ring at clause boundaries. tnstead, there is a variety

of non-

fural verb endings some of which, no doubt, ma¡k clause boundaries and others
which perhaps ma¡k units smaller than a clause. Consider, the sentence (155) again.
How do we know whether there should be a clause break after the verb polli-ko?
Are we deating with rather tight integration as suggested by the English translation
a big tiger was roaring with its mouth open? Or would a more appropriaæ translation be something like a big tiger opened its mouth and roared! A complicating
factor is that the non-fural ending -ko has more than one use. It can link clauses
within a sentence as in (156a), it can link a verb to its auxiliary as in (156b), and it
can connect something that looks like a phrases within a clause as in (156c):

(156)

a-

John-un tosekwan-ey ka-ko na-nun
John-TOP

library-to

go-CON

I-TOP

cipey
home-to

ka-ss-ta.

go-PAST-DEC(FIN)
'John went to the library, and I went home.'

b.Na-nun kongpwuha-ko

I-TOP study-CON

iss-ta.

exisr-DEC(FIN)

'I'm studying.'
c.

Pesu-ka menci-lul nay-ko

talli-n-ta

bus-NOM dust-ACC stir.up-CON

run-PRES-DEC

'A bus is mnning stirring up the dust.'
(adapted from Yang 1994: 182)

At an early stage of analysis, it is diffrcult to deærmine what exactly is the syntactic
and semantic effect of an ending. At any rate, I tentatively identified the following
endings as potential clause connectors: -ko 'and', -aseleselyese 'arìd', 'so',
-mye 'while', -talca 'while', -ko-nun 'and-TOP', -unalna 'brt', -ucalca 'as soon
as'. A phonological analysis showed that stretches carrying these endings usually
exhibited an identifiable inronation panem of its own. Typically, such a süetch ends
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in a slight pause and a rather high pitch which then tums downwards in the final
clause. This suggests that we ale dealing with phonological clauses. There were,
however, insta¡¡ces where it was not clea¡ how to interpret the data The most
problematic endings in the sample texts are -ka (see sentences 5, 6,7, 10, 16, l8),
-alelye,(see sentences l, 16,28), and -aseleselyese (see sentences 7,9, 15, 18,22)Problematic were also va¡ious classes of dependent predications. The examples below illustate a causative construction (BM: 2l) and a nominalization
(BM: 5). The places for potential clause breaks a¡e written in boldface.

(157)

Sunim-un yein-eykey kot

monk-TOP girl-DAT immediaæly

sangkyengha-tolok
go Seoul-to

kwenkohay-ess-ta
advise-PAST-DEC
'The monk advised the woman to go to Seoul immediately.'

(158)

a.

Hato kwusengci-ko sulphukey
very plaintive-and sadly
'Since (it) was crying

so

wul-ki-ey

crying-NML-LOC
plaintively and sadly'

b.hwayspwul-ulrul-ko na.ka-po-ass-ta.
torch-ACC

hold-and

go.out see

'(the monk) took/held a torch and went out.'

In summary, making clause breaks was difFrcult mainly in instances involving the
endings -ko and -aseleselyese as well as in clauses containing various kinds of
embeddings and nominalizations. A nagging problem was the lack of other criteria
in sioations where the phonology did not give clear enough indications and the
signihcance of a syntactic construcúon was not obvious. [n a real field type
situation, the problems would have been worse.

4.2.4.2. Chinese
The Chinese sample text is called'"The Double Nine" and tells the story abut the
origin of climbing high on ttre Ninth Day of ttre Ninth Month. The contents a¡e

outlined below:
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(1se)

Constituents
Opening: Aperture

Søge

Contents
long time ago, a plague occurred
in the Runan area. People said it was
caused by a goblin in the river.
There was a young man called Huanjing who decided to kill the goblin but

A

he failed.

Body:

Pre-Peak episode

I Huanjing hea¡d that in Nanshan there
lived a celestial being with great skills.
The celestial being agreed to æach

Huanjing and gave him a double-edged
sword.
Pre-Peak episode 2 In the second year, the oelestial being
said, "On September tt¡e ninth, the

goblin will come out again. Go and
destroy the evil." He gave Huanjing
some leaves of medicinal comel and a
bottle of chrysanthemum wine.
Pre-Peak episode 3 When Huanjing went back to the village, he told what the celestial being had

to a high mountain and gave everybody a comel leaf
and some wine. Then he returned alone
said. He led the people

to the village.

he-Peak episode 4 The goblin came to the village, but all
the people were gone. TVhen the goblin

came to the foot

Peak

of the mountain,

the

vapor of ttre wine and the smell of the
comel scared him away.
When the goblin retumed to the village,

he encountered Huanjing who killed
him.
Closure:

Since then, there has been have been no
plagues in Runan. Every year on September the ninth, the people take chrysanthemum wine, put comel leaves on

thei¡ heads, and go out to climb high.
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Like the Korean text, the Chinese text was already punctuated. There a¡e, however,
several places where it could be parsed differently. For example, the following
stretch is treated as one sentence in the sample text:
(160)

a-

Ydu rén

shuõ:

yriu ge

Rü-hé li

exist person say Ru-river inside exist CL

yãoguài,

goblin

said: There is a goblin in the Ru river,'
nián ji,i yuè jiú d dõu chü
b. méi
every year nine month nine day all exit
'Some people

lái,
come

'he comes out on the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month every year,'
c.

tã zõu
it go

dào

nãr,

to

where

'wherever he goes,

d.jiü bã wënyì dài dào
then BA plague take to

nãr,
where

'he takes the plague there,'
e.

rén-men

zhèn shì hèn tòu
be hate through

person-PlUR really

ztrè ge
ttris CL

le

PFV

yãoguàú.

goblin

'the people really hate this goblin.'
Semantically speaking, one can argue that there is a sentence break between (160b)
and (160c) and another between (160d) and (160e). However, making judgements
on the basis of semantics is problematic in Chinese. In other languages ttre semantic

interpretation relies heavily on va¡ious kinds

of connectors. ln Chinese, however,

overt ma¡kers of the semantic relationship between successive clauses a¡e often
absent. Therefore, the relationship must be inferred from context, albeit phonology
helps to disambiguate. Still more than one relationship can often be infened. Fu
(1996) illustrates ttris with the following example:

(161)

a.Ta qù, w<í
3sg go, I
'If

he goes, I don't.'

bu

qù.

not

go
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qù.
go

'He goes. I don't go.'

If

a sequence like the one in (16ia) is spoken with a single intonation contour, it

indicates a conditional relationship between the two clauses. If, however, it is
spoken with two separate intonation contours as in (l6lb), the relationship between
the clauses becomes much more vague.

In Chinese we need phonology to interpret the semantics and, conversely, with
a certain phonology it is possible to force a certain semantic reading. At any rate, in
my interpretation, e¿ch clause which does not have clea¡ syntactic or semantic ties
with an adjacent clause was treated as a sentence of its own if this is supported by
the phonology. As a result, I got 6 sentences more than what the punctuation
indicates in the sample text.
The basic phonological pattem associated with sentences was a pause coupled
with falling intonation at the end of a breath group. In the syntactic analysis, the

major cues to sentence breaks were va¡ious kinds of modal and temporal adverbial
elements which occu¡red at the beginning of sentences. They include: chuánshuõ
'according to a legend', /cãxi'unfornrnately', cóngci 'from there on', ránhòu'then',
yúshi'so', còuqião'luckily', and dã zhèr yíhòu 'since then'. Chinese does have a
set of particles that occur in sentence-final position, namely le, ne, ba, ou, alyalna,

ma. They are common especially in spoken language and in written quotations
recounting conversations (Li and Thompson 1989: 238). In written texts, however,
they are used more sparingly. In ttre sample text, there a¡e no occrrrences of these
and in the whole corpus of daø just a few (e.g. LG:3,21).
As with Korean, the greatest difFrculties in determining boundaries were on the
clause level. Typically, there are no formal markers of clause boundaries. Phrases
and clauses are simply juxøposed to each other and the analyst has to interpret what

their logical relationship is. The following example
(1989:596):

(167)

is from Li and

diãn jiri
zhuàng-zhuang
ddnk a-litde wine strengthen-strengthen
Hë

a. 'Drink a little wine, and it

will give you courage.'
b. 'Drink a little wine to give yourself courage.'
c. 'Get some courage by drinking a little wine.'

Thompson

dãnzi.
gall.bladder.
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Frequently, the different possible interpretations yield different numbers of clause
b¡eaks. Consider the following example from the sample text. The free ranslation
(163a) reflects an interpretation that would yield as many four clause breaks,
whereas ttre interpreøtion (163b) views ever¡hing as packed into one sentence:

(163) Huránjing

juéxin déng mén qiú

Huanjing decide climb door ask

a
b.

shî.
teacher

'He decided / that he will climb there /and ask the celestial being to
become his teacher.'
'He decided to climb there to ask the celestial being to become his

teachel'
Based on the phonological features when this passage was read, I would be
inclined to join rather than to split. This highlights a methodological problem. In
Chinese, it can be difFrcult to keep the semantic interpreøtion and the phonological
analysis separate from each other. Intonation is needed as a clue to the meaning.
And yet, it does not necessarily indicate what the correct solution is but only
restricts the number of choices.

In Chinese, phonology can conribuæ to decision making but it is not a
straighdorwa¡d indicator of clause breaks. As my sample text was taped, the reader
also used pausing to sepa¡ate phrases within clauses. The beginning of the example
text w¿rs read with five clearpauses, as illustrated below:

gri

xiãngcän /
shÍhou /Rünrán yidài de
legend old time / Runan area ASSOC village I
'According to a legend, a long time agolin a village in the Runan a¡ea' f

(164) Churánshuõ

wënyì I si de rén I
lashëng le
happen PFV plague I die NML person I
'there was a plague
I people who died'/

duõ de dõu méi ¡én mái le. I
many CSC all not.exist person bury PFV I
'were so many that there were not enough people to bury them.'/

Tuming to the syntactic analysis, the results \¡/ere meager. Conjunctions and other
formal ma¡kers of clause boundaries arc sc¿ìrce but not totally absent. The sample
text contains one occturence each of ja) 'then' and bîngqië 'and, in addition', as
well as two occwrences of yòu 'agatn, also'. Because Chinese does not have
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morphological case-marking, the form

tzt

of the NPs does not provide information

about event integration.

Compared

to Kotean, embedding and nominalization a¡e less prevalent in

Chinese. Instead, modifying clauses were problematic:

(165) a zhãi

le

pick PFV

xié zhüYú

Yèzl

some medicinal.comel leaf

'(he) picked some leaves of medicinal comel'
b.

sòng gei
grte

present

tã
he

'and gave them to Huanjing '
Of course we here face the same problem as earlier that the relationship between the
parts (165a) and (165b) could be inærpreted in more than one way. A possible
reading would be 'he picked some leaves of medicinal comel in order to give
them to Huanjing' which would make it more like a complex clause rather than two
clauses. However, in the actual context, the clause (165b) occurs in a list of successive actions, which makes the reading given in the free translation the more

likely interpretation.

of modifying clauses a¡e those where the verb yöu is used to
introduce a new participant in the discourse. These could be viewed as a way of

A

special case

making the participant indefinite, as preverbal NPs are usually interpreæd as definite. Or, we could treat them as minimal clauses.

(166)

Yöu rén

shuõ

exist person

say

'There were people who said...' or: 'Some people said...'

In Chinese the lack of good formal criteria for establishing clause breaks is even
more problematic than in Korean. The fact that the same seguence of words can be
understood in more than one way is a challenge in a field sin¡aüon where ttre interpretation of the context can be imprecise and subject to a simila¡ uncertainty abut
the exact meaning. Phonology can provide valuable clues but often does not suffice
in itself to resolve problematic cases.

4.
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4.2.5. Application using RRG theories
Making clause breaks proved to be difñcult botÌ¡ in Ko¡ean and in Chinese. The
RRG model encompasses theories that can help to solve these problems. First,
however, it is necessary to look at the theory of the layered stucture of the clause
and the theory ofjuncn:re.

4

.2.5 -I . The løyered stntcture of the clause

According to RRG, the main constituents of a clause a¡e: nucleus, core, and
periphery. The nucleus consists of the predicating element This is typically a verb,
but in some languages the nucleus can also be an adjecúve or a noun too. The
clausal core consists of the nucleus plus the core arguments of the predicate. These
arguments arc typica[y nouns but may also be adjectives, verbs or whole clauses.
(Van Valin and l¡Polla 1997: 31-35.)
(167)

SENTENCE

CLAUSE
CORE

ARG
NP
N
Bilt

v

ARG
NP
N

kicked

the dog.

NUC
PRED

The core arguments of the verb kick are ttre NPs

Bill

and the dog. The conæpt

of

a¡gument is strictly semantic. It is therefore independent of the actual surface coding
attached to tlre NPs. Consider the following example:

r23
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(168)

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

ARG
NP
N
Bill

NUC
PRED
V

ARG
NP

ARG
NP

N

N

gave

the book

to Mary

The verb give has three arguments. We can notice that ttrere is a difference in the
marking of them. Bill and the book are unma¡ked, while the third argument, to
Mary,is ma¡ked adpositionally. According to the RRG terminology, the former a¡e
direct core arguments whereas the latter is an oblique corc a¡gument. Had the
clause been Bill gave Mary the book, then all three NPs would have been teated as
direct core arguments. In summary, arguments are defined semantically. They arise
from the meaning of the predicate. Only arguments can occu¡ in the core of the
clause. When they do, syntactically, they may be üeated either as direct or as oblique core arguments. (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:29.)
Besides nucleus and core, clauses frequently contain a periphery. The elements
in the periphery are ñrrther specifications ttrat can be added to the clause; they are
not deducible from the meaning of the predicate. For example, almost any action
can be specified as happening in a certain location or a certain time: Ile sneezedl
sat I read books Ín the lÍbrary. W e studiedl sangl ce lebrate d yesterday.

(l6e)

CLAUSE
CORE

ARG
NP

NUC

PRON

V

'He

saw

PRED

ARG
NP
NMary

PP

PREP N

in the library.'
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4.25.2. Different rypes of juncnre
Ia the previous section, each nucleus, core, aDd clause was simple. They can, however, also be complex (see Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 4/'2448). In the RRG
theory, such complex units a¡e calted junctures. When two nuclei a¡e combined to
form a complex nucleus, we are dealing with a nuclear junctt¡re. This is a very tight

type of syntactic linkage and requires that all the arguments a¡e sha¡ed

by

the

combined nucleus:

(r70)

SENTENCE

CLAUSE
CORE

NUC

ARG

ARG

/\
NUC

NUC

PRED

PRED

NP

v

v

NP

John

forced

open

the door.

juncurc the clause contains two or more cores, each with its own nucleus,
but at least one of the arguments is shared- In addition there can be language
specific differences between nuclear and core juncture. ln English, for example,
core junctures permit a complementizer, whereas nuclear juncnres do not allow
one. In the example below the shared argument ís Fred and the complementizer is
ro (Van Valin and I¿Polla 1997: 447)- Observe ttrat the peripheral element is not
In

a core

shared but modifies leave otùy.

4. Rott, t¡¡o n¿rta¿uct

(171)
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SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CMPL

ARG

NUC
PRED

V

NP

ARG

CORE

Y

<

NUC
PRED

I

V

NP

Sam asked Fred

to

tomorrow

leave

The loosest type ofjuncture is clausal juncture. When two clauses a¡e linked with a
clausal juncture, there are two predicates which each select thei¡ own core and thei¡

own nominal arguments. The clauses may, however, sha¡e a coÍrmon periphery. In
the nextexample, the periphery in the library could modify both do andwrite.

(t7?)

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

CLAUSE

t\

CORE

CORE

NUC ARG
PRED

ARG NUC

NP

v

NP

NP

V

NP

T

did

my homework

Fred

wrote

his essay

ARG
I

PRED

I

and

ARG
I

PP
in the library

in clausal junctures an argument is deleted because it is coreferential
with an argument in the previous clause. This does not mean ttrat it would be
Sometimes

shared. For example , tn John called her and apologized,lhe second clause does not
have an oveft NP because the referent is the same as in the first clause, i.e. John.

The crucial point is that the choice of the arguments happens independently for each
verb. This kind of missing argument should be indicated. The situation is different
when an argument does not show up because it is shared by a juncture. In the latær
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case, the juncture forms a complex whole thæ selects one

or all the arguments

together as a unit.

4.2.5 3 . Clause brealcs revisited

The practical application of this theoretical material on types of juncrures is that
clause b¡eaks occur where there is a clausal juncture. Core junctures and nuclear
junctures do not warrant a clause break. In the process of determining the level of
juncture, we axe likely to find that the¡e are more than one tyPe of nuclea¡, core, and
clausal juncture. The differences between linkage types on the same level can be
accounted for by the RRG ttreory of nexus. However, ttre various types of nexus,
namely coordination, subordination, and cosubordination, are outside the scope of
ttris study.23 For my purposes here it sufflrces to be able to make the clause brcaks
and to cha¡t ttre texts.

4.25.3.1.The Korean emmple text: The Beaury and the Monk
The Korean example text is from Hwang (1987:156-160). In the analysis below,
the sentences a¡e indicated with numbers and the clauses within a sentence with
letters.

Tonghak-sa rwi-ey
Chwungcheng Nam-to
Chwungcheng south-province Tonghak-temple behind-at
'In Chwungcheng Namro behind the Tonghak Temple'

o-nwui ùtap-l

cikwum-to wunuk se-iss-ta.
stand-exist-DEC
b¡other-sisterpagoda-NOM now-also
'there is a Brother-and-Sister Pagoda still standing tall to this day.'

2. I
this

s¿-¡is-

oftily

nuclear juncturc:

resultative

thap-ey-nan
pagoda-at-TOP

'About this pagoda'
[røngnan-lcwa kongpho-l<a selye-issJ-nun cercel-l iss-¡a.
romance-and hor¡or-NOM bear-exist-MD legend-NOM exist-DEC
'there is a legend which tells of romance and

3a.

Etten sanim-l

honcase

horor.'

cel-ul

cerøin monk-NOM alone æmple-ACC

cìkhí-mye

-(u)rye

look.after-while

clausal juncture:
simultaneous events

'A monk was taking care of the temple alone'
b. yelsimhi pwull<ong-ul tulí-ko-iss-ess-ta.
eamestly Buddhist.mass-ACChold-CON-exist-PAST-DEC
'and performing the Buddhist masses devotedly.'

-&a iss-

nuclear juncture:
progressive aspect
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pak*-c¡^se

outside-from

'Once in the middle of the night.'

holangi wulpwucic-nun soli-lø

tiger ¡oa¡-MD

sound-NOM
'a tiger's roar was heard from outside.'

5a.

Haro
very

tul-li-ess-ta.
hear-PASS-PAST-DEC

luvusengci-ko sulphu-key wul-kÍ-ey

plaintive-and

sadly

cry-NML-LOC

{u)l ki-ey
clausal juncture:

'Since it was crying so plaintively and sadly,'

¡e¿¡son

hwayspwul-ul tal-ko

-ko

torch-ACC

clausal juncture:

hold-and

'the monk, holding a ¡orch,'

simultaneous/
sequ€ntial events

b. naka-po-ass-ta.

-alelye po-

nuclearjuncùre:
aspect'try'

go.out-see-PAST-D
'went out to see.'
6a.

Kwayen khu-n holangi-kaht khu-n akali-lal pellÍ-ko

-ko

big-MDtiger-NOMthat big-MD moulh-Acc
'Surc enough, a big tiger with his big mouth open,'

open-and clausal:

as.expected

simultaneous/
sequential events

b.yecenhi wulpwucÍcu-mye

-(u)nrye

clausal juncture:

as.beforc roar-while
'was roaring as before,'

simultaneous
events

c. mwuesinl<a-lul aywenlø-nun

tus

høy-ss+a.

something-ACC implore-MD as.if

do-PAST-DEC

'as if it was pleading.'

7a. Sunim-un [cakïlul

løychi-ci anh-ulye-nunJ cwul el-ko

-ko

monk-TOP self-ACC harm-NML no¡-INTENT-MD way know-and clausal juncrurc:
'The monk knew that it was not going to harm him,'
temporally
unorde¡ed'

ka-se
close go-and
'so he went close'

b. løld@i

c.

hwayspwul-lo

-aseleselyese

clausaljuncture:
sequential events

lø ip-an-ul

tuleta-po-ess-ta.

torch-with that

mouth-inside-ACC look.into-see-PAsT-DEC
'and looked into its mouth with the torch.'

8. Mokq'

mwuesinka

kitala-n

kes-i

throat-in something long-MD thing-NOM
'Something long'

tuleta-ponuclear juncture:
directional
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kel-lí.e-iss-ess-ta.

-e iss-

stick-PASS-exist-PAST-DEC
'was stuck in the throat.'

nuclearjuncture:

t

resultative

kes

t.a)^mwuney

kule-nun

this thing

because

do.so-MD fact-QUOT

cikkamha-ko

-þo

perceive-and

clausal:

kes-ilako

remporally

'Realizing that it was because of this
that the tiger was acting the way it was'
b.

c.

sunim-un

son-ul

unordered
-aseleselyese

neh-ese

morù-TOP hand-ACC put.into-and

clausal:

'the monk pur his hand into its throat'

sequential events

þt kes-ul

ppop-a.cwa-ess-ta.

-a/elye ovu-

that thing-ACC

pull.out-give-PAST-DEC

core juncturc:

'and pulled out the thing.'

pilose
tiger-TOP hnally

lûa. Holangi-nun

wulum-ul

cry-ACC
'The tiger finally stopped roaring'

benefactive

memchwu-ko

-l@

stop-and

clausal juncture:

simultaneous/
sequential events

b. lcamsaha-ta-nun

tusi kkoli-lul

hwiceu-mye

1u)nEe
clausal juncture:

ùan¡ú¡l-DEC-MD as.if tail-ACC wag-while
'and wagging its tail as if it was thankful,'

simultaneous
events

c.

-alelye peli-

lacye - pe lye-ss- t a.
disappear-throw-PAST-DEC

nuclear juncture:

'it

completive

sa

disappeared.'

asPect

ll.

[Mok-eyse ppay.nayJ-n l<es-un un pinye i-ess+a.
th¡oat-from pull.out-MD thing-TOP silver hair.rod be-PAST-DEC
'The thing that was pulled out of the tiger's tfuoat was a silver hairpin.'

12. fEtten

yein-ul

capa-mek-talø

læl-li-n

kes-i]lako

-lo

cetain woman-ACC carch-eat-while stick-PASS-MDthing-be-QuOT clausal juncture:

'[t

must have stuck there when the tiger had caught

eaten a

and

womanl'

sunim-un

sayngl<akhay-ss-ta.

monk-TOP ùink-PAST-DEC
'the monk thought.'

iss-unci mYechil

l3.U ilJ

this event-NOM exist-MD-after several.days

hwu-lu¡
afrer-GEN

scypyek i-ess-ra.

Dawn
'It

be-PAST-DEC

was dawn several days after this event took place.'

quotâtive
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Pal*-eyse lo

holangi-uy phohyo-ka tul-li-ess-ta.
outside-from again tiger€EN roar-NOM hear-PASS-PAST-DEC

14.

'Again

a

úger's roar was heard f¡om outside,'

l5a. Sunim-un

no

monk-TOP again

[mwusun

whar

ilJ

iss]-na-hay-se
event-NOM exist-Q-think-so

'The monk wondercd what was going on'

-na heclausal juncture:

indircct question
-alelyese

clausal juncnrre:

temporally
uno¡dered

b. neke-po-ass-te.

L6a.

-alelye

po-

go.out-see-PAST-DEC
'and went out ¡o see.'

nuclearjuncture:
åsPect'try'

Khu-n lølangïlca enen yein-ul ep-ko o-asé
big-MD tiger-NOM cc¡tain woman-ACC carry-and comc-and

-ko o-

'A big tiger came carrying

di¡cctional

a woman'

corc juncture:

<seleselyese
clausal juncrure:

simultancous/
sequential events

b. waI-ko-íss-taka

-/<o

iss-

cry4ONrxist-while

nuclear progressive

'and whining'

asPect

-tak¿
clausal juncture:

simultanËous events

c.

[sunim-I nao-nun lces]-ul

po-ca

monk-NOM come-out-MD fact-ACC s€e-as.soon.as
'then as soon as it saw the monk coming out'
d.

lû yein-ul

ttang-ey naylye-noh-ko-nun

that woman-ACC ground-o descend-put-TOP

'it

put the woman on the ground'

-ca
clausal juncnrrc:

'as sÕon as'
-e nnh-

nuclearjuncnrre:
di¡cctional
-lco-¡wn
clausal juncture:

sequential events

e. esulleng.esulleng salacÍ-e.peli-ess-ta.
(mannerof walking) disappear-throw-PAsT-DEC
'and disappeared slowly.'

l7a- Sunim-un

h¿phi

yein-ul

po-ass-ana

monk-TOP quickly woman-ACC see-PAST-but
'The monk looked a¡ the woman quickly,'

-alelye peli-

nuclearjunctrrrc:
completive aspect

4u)¡u
clausal juncture:

'but'
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already faint-exist-PAST-DEC

-alelye issnuclear juncture:

'but she had already fainted.'

rcsultative

Cha-n mwul-ul phe.pwus-ko
cold-MD water-ACC pour.down-and

phe-pwus-

'He poured cold water on her and'

manner-action

l8a.

kÍcelha-ye.Íss-ess-fa.

core junclure:

-ko
clausal juncture:
sequenÌial events

-lØ

b. mwuncÍlu-ko

clausal juncture:

ruband

simultaneous

'and rubbed her'

evenls

c.

ha-yese

-aseleselyese

do-so

clausal juncture:

'by doing so'

sequential evenE

þewu ht yein-ul

l'øsi kkayena-key.ha!-ss-ta.

barely that woman-ACC

again wake.upCAUS-PAST-DEC

'he barely managed to awaken her.'

19.

[Myolyeng-uy alurntaw]-un

cheryv

young.age4EN beautiñ¡l-MD girl
'She was a beautiful young girl.'
2Q.

[Sewul sa-nun mo
Seoul live-MD certain

ua-nim

-lcey

ta-

corc juncturc:
indi¡ect causation

i-ess-ta.

be-PAST-DEC

tq.vl(am

tayk-uy

lcutiyewJ-un

nobleman

house€EN

precious-MD

i-ess-ta.

daughær-ÉlT be-PAST-DEC
'She was a prccious daughter of a nobleman living in Seoul.'

2L. Sunim-un yein-eykey
Monk-TOP woma*DAT
'The monk advised the woman'

!@t

sangþengha+olokJ kwenkoha!-ss-te.

go.to.Seoul-to

immediately
'to go to Seoul immediately.'

22.[(Cip-eyse-nun holangi-eykey

home-at-TOP

-lako

tiger-DAT

advise-PAST-DEC

jussive

cap-þe-ka-se

c:wtdc'ess-uli)

catch-PASS-go-so die-PAST-PRESUM-

kelccengha-lø-iss-keyssl-ki ttaymwun i'ta.

reæon

be-DEC
worry-CON-exist-PRESUM-NML
worried
would
that
people
be
at
home
w¿s
thal
'The rcason
[her
she had died, being captured and taken by a tigerJ.'

QUOT

-toloklotøt*þ hG
corc juncnrrc:

4. Rote n¡¡o a¿ren¿uct

23. Kulena

but

fu
that

-

chenye-nun i-lul

kecelho)'-ss+a.

girl-TOP

reñ¡se-PAST-DEC

this-ACC
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'However, the gùl refused to do so.'

tQaki-tty søyngmyeng-ul mt^uttt¿tÁ-cwu-si'n
save-give-HON-MD
self-GEN life-ACC

24.

sunim)-w*a

monk-with

phyengsayng-ul hornxxr¡u cinay-7'a-keyss-tal-nun

kes i-ta.

lifetime-ACC logether spend-OBLIG-VOLIT-MD fact

be-DEC

'She wanted to spend her life togethe¡ with the monk
[who had saved her life].'

25. Sunim-an tanghwanghay-ss-ta.
monk-TOP embarr¿ssed-PAST-DEC
'The monk was embarrassed.'

26.

[([Swutoha]-nun

mom-ulo

practice.ascetism-MD body-as
'Because, as a practicing ascetic,'

þelhonlø)-l

swu-lø epJ-ki

marry-MD way-NOM

ttaymwun

no¡.exist-NMlreason

i-ta.
be-DEC

'he could not marq¡ her.'
27a-

b.

Kulihaye fu chenyeJul nwui-lo sam-ko
ther€forc that gAl-ACC sister-as set.upand

clausal juncture:

'Therefore, the monk took the girl as his sister,'

temporally unordered

-ko

meli-lul kkakka-cwu-ko

-alelye c:wu-

hair-ACC cut-give-and

core juncrure:

'cut her hair,'

benefactive
-ko

clausal juncture:

c. hanú*"e¡'

pwulto-ey

Sequential eventS
cengcinho-yess-ø.

together Buddhism¡o devoæ-PAST-DEC
'and together they devoæd themselves to Buddhism.'
28a.

Twis salam+ul-i

laær

person-PLLJR-NOM

'I-aær people '

[i kicek-lova lcath-un
this miracle-with same-MD
'[in order to commemorate
nngpong-kwa

the

o-nwui-uy
brother-sister-GEN

miracle-like'

lø lqalukha-n

cengseng-ul

meeting-and that commendable-MD sinceriry-ACC

-kì.wihayse
commemora¡e-in.order
kinyemhal

-ki wihayse
core juncture:

'meeting of ¡his brother and sister and thei¡ commendable sincerity],' purposive
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b.

c.

thap-ul

-alelye

sew-e

pagoda-ACC erect-and

core juncture:

'erected a pagoda'

successive-acdon

ilum-ul [o-nwui thap-i]-lako hay-ss-ta.

name-ACC brother-siser pagoda-QUOT do-PAST-DEC
'and called it ¡he Brother-and-Sister Pagoda.'

-lako
clausal juncture:

quotative

of different types of juncture in Korean follows closely the suggestions presented in Yang (1994: i63). For a juncture to be nuclea¡ it must sha¡e
all the arguments and the combined nucleus has to work like a single unit. He

My

analysis

suggests ttrat nuclearjuncture is used to express aspect, direction (directional verb +

main verb), and di¡ect causation in Korean. All these different types are present in
my examples texts.
In core juncturcs one core argument is obligatorily shared. The sample æxt
provides examples of core junctures involving benefactive constn¡ctions, direction
(main verb + directional verb: -&¿ o-), maffier-action, indirect causation, jussive
constn¡ction, and purposive construction.
At a first sight, some core junctures may resemble nuclea¡ junctures. One of
these is the -alelye serialization. To test the level of junctue we can try whether an
argument can be inserted between the two juncts. If this is possible the juncture
cannot be nuclear. For example:

(173) Etten

yein-ul

cap-a

(ku meliJul)

mek-taka
certain woman-ACC catch-CON (that head-ACC) eat-while
'([he tiger) had caught a woman and eaten her (head)' @M: 12)

As we can see, the combined predicates do not fi¡nction as a single unit. Instead,
eachnucleus is apredicaæ on its own righ( they maintain their full meaning and it
is possible to insert an argument between ttre two juncts. Similarly, we can test
other constn¡ctions like the purposive construction -ki wihøyse and tÌ¡e benefactive
construction -atelye cwu-.ln sentence 28, the verb 'commemorate' alone takes the
object'this sincerity' whereas the verb 'build' has the NP'pagoda' as its object. In
sentence 27, the complex core is the part 'cut her hai¡' which in Korean is expressed '(he) cut-hair-give(her)'. The sha¡ed argument is 'the monk', while the
verb'cut'takes an object and the verb 'give' has an indirect object, both of which
a¡e unrealized on the surface. As all these constructions are core junctures they do
not warrant a clause break.
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it is difficult to know whether an argument is absent
by thejuncnrre, or because it is coreferential with another argu-

Sometimes in Korean,

because it is sha¡ed
ment. Yang (1994) takes the position that only when it is impossible to add an overt
argument to a consEuction can we say that the argument is shared. This sounds like
a good methodological principle.

In practice, however, this leads to some sûange

situations. Consider the -nry ense construction:

(r74)

a-

Cyon-un nolay-lul pwulu-meynse il-ul
hay-ss-ta
John-TOPsong-ACCsing-while work-ACC do-PAST-DEC
'John was singing and working.'Or: 'John was singing while

working.'
b.

Pi-ka

o-myense,

palam-i

pwu-nta

rain-NOM come-while wind-NOM blow-DEC
'It rains and is windy.'
When the subject is animaæ it cannot be repeated in the second junct in a sentence
like (174a). Therefore, it seems to be obligatorily shared. When the subject is inanimate, on the other hand, ttris restiction ce¿ìses as illustrated in (174b). According to
Yang (1994), instances like (174a) i¡volve a core juncture, whereas (174b) repre-

juncnre. To me this solution is not satisfactory because in all other
rcspects, the structures in the two sentences appeax to be the same. Consider also
the ending -aseleselyese. Here too, whether the subject of the second junct is expressed or not is related to the animacy of the subject. Animacy thus yields different
effects in what appea$ to be the same construction. My position is that if a constn¡ction æ all allows a corc argument to be expressed, then the core argument is
not obligatorily absent. The -(u)myense and the -aseleselyes¿ constructions are
sents aclausal

analyzed as clausal juncn¡res in ttris dissertation.
Besides these two endings, the most problematic

is the -Èo construction. In
l0c, 15b, and 16e, we saw it in a nuclea¡juncture expressing aspect.
It can also be used to link clauses. Yang (199a) üsts the sequential, contrastive, and
additive uses of the -ko constn¡ction as clausal junctures. However, simultaneous
events expressed with -&a he analyzes as core juncture. For example, according to
Yang, the following exarnple contains a core juncture:
clauses 3b, 5b,

(175) Pesu-ka menci-lul nay-ko
bus-NOM dust-ACC stir.up-CON
'A bus is rururing stùring up the dust.'
(adapted from Yang 1994:182)

talli-¡-¡¿
run-PRES-DEC

4. Rorc
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simultaneous events are represented by a core juncture in Korean, then
sentences tike the ones numbered as 5 and 6 in my data could be analyzed as not
having a clause break after -&o. It is, however, not ahvays easy to know whether the

If, if fact,

events are simultaneous or sequential. It is also difFrcult to test whether it is
acceptåble to insert a core argument between the two juncts. ln the contrastive use
of -ko the subject in each junct is overtly expressed. In other uses of -/co, on the
other hand, repeating of the argument does not result in nanr¡al Korean. But the
reason could be discourse-pragmatic rather than characteristics of the construction
per se. Compare the contrasúve use of -ko (176a) with the additive use (176b):

(176)

a-

John-un
John-TOP

tosekwan-ey

ka-ko

library+o

go-CON I-TOP

na-nun cip-ey
home-to

ka-ss-ta.

go-PAST-DEC(FIN)
'John went to the library and I went home.'
b.

Wenswungi-tul-un moca-to cwu-ci.anh-ko
monkey-PLUR-TOP hat-also give-not-and

mal-to

amwu
âny

eps-ess-upnita.

word-also not.exist-PAST-DEF
'The monkeys neither gave the hats nor did they said anything.'
Despite

of a couple of problems like

these, the excercise

of

applying the RRG

theory to the Korean text demonstrated that the concept of juncture provides a use-

ful tool that helps one to find criteria for clause breaks. Without such a theory problems are multiple.

4.25.3.2. The Chinese exarnple text: Origin of the Double Nine
The Chinese text is from Zhõngjí Hànyù jiàochéng (1995: 143) and
the clause breaks as follows:
Chuánshuö

gú

legend

I

have posited

shíhou,

old time

'According to a legend, a long time ago'
Rúruân yldài

Runan

aea

dc
ASSOC

le wényì
village happen PFV plague

xiãngcún fãshèng

'there was a plague in a village in the Runan area,'

_

juxtaposed

clausal juncture:

æmporally
unordered

4.

st de

Rou

duõ de

rén
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dõu

méi

rén

t¡tái le.
PFV

die NML penon many CSC all not.exist penon bury
'and so many people died that therc were not enough people
to bury them.

juxtaposcd

clausal juncturc:

person

modi$ing clauæ

'Therc wercpeoplc'
shuõ

corcjuncture:
complement
ofdegree

_

2. Yõu rén -exist

d¿ consm¡ction

_ juxtaposed

_:

say

clausal juncûre:

'who said:'

direct quotation

yöu 8e

Rú-hé Ii

yaoguài

Ru-river inside exist CL goblin

_ juxtaposed

-

clausal juncture:

"There is a goblin in the Ru rivc¡."

modifying clause

jirú W

nùin
ii,ú ¡i dôa chti lá¡ --,
every yeár nine month nine day all exit comc

néi
"lle

comes out on the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month every year."

chû lái
corc juncnrrc:
dùectional

_ juxtâposed
clausal juncnrrc

æmporally
unordeced

tã zõu dàø
it go to

.

zõu dào

nãr
wherc
"Wherever he goes,"

-

nuclearjunctre:
complement of
rcsult

juxtaposed

-clausal juncture:
simultaneous
ev€nts

j¡ú M wênyì dàí dào nãr
whe¡e
then BA plague uke to

dàí dào

nuclearjuncilre:
complement of
rcsult
_ juxtaposed
clausal juncturc:

"he takcs the plague there."

æmporally
unordceed

rén-men zhên shì hèa tòu le zhè ge y¡âoguài.
be
PFVthis CL goblin

pcrson-PLLJR rcally
harc thrcugh
"The people really haæ this goblin."

3. löu ge jíào Htúning de
exist

CL catl Huanjing NML

qíngnián
youg man

'There was a young man called Huanjing'

-

hàn tòu

nuclearjuncture:
complement of
result

_

juxtaposcd

clausal juncture:

modifying clause

4. Rot¿
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_

-

juxtaposed

clausal juncture:
psych-action

'who decidpd'

shã cf yãogu,ài
kill dic goblin

shd sí

nuclearjrmaurc:

'he would kill the goblin'

complement

of

rcsult

wèì jiãxiãng

fø

de

villagcrs ASSOC

rénmÍn
people

wèi

chúhài.

get rid of evil
'and gct rid of the evil for the sake of the villagers.'

4a- Këxî y,ãogwàí

ù

bënfrng

tài

pity goblin GEN skill too

corËjuncu¡re:

pu¡posive

juxuposcd

ùù

-clausal junctue:

big-

'But unfornrnately the goblin wâs very skillful'

temporally
uno¡dered

b. Huánjing dâ
Huanjing beat

bù guò

dli

t¿i.

not surpass it

btù

guò

nuclear juncture:

potential

'and Huanjing failed to beat him.'

complement

5a.

tîng
ÌFr

shaõ

tîng... shuõ
core jurcture:

-

ssy
'ÌVhen he hea¡d'

manner-action

juxtaposod

-clausal juncture:
indircct quotation

b.

Nánshãn li
Nan-mounain inside

zhù zhe yî wèi

live PFV one CL

'in Nanshan mountain there lived a celestial being'

c- bën[fng

hën

shétaian

-

celestial being

juxøposed

-clausal juncnrre:
modiSing clause

d,à

skill vcry big-

-juxtaposcd
clausal junctwc:

'who had great skills,'

tcmporally
uno¡dc¡ed

d, Huán¡Ing juéxîn
Huanjing decide
'ÌF decidod'
e. dëng

-

mén-

_

juxtaposed

clausaljuncture:
psych-action

juxtaposod

door

-clausal juncturc:

'he will climb the¡e'

sequential cvents

climb

qiú sh:t.
ask teåcÌrer
'and ask the celestial being to become his tcachcr.'

4. ROLE
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Tõ

fan guò ií
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shdn

zuò gão

he cross pass several CL

high

f,ãn guò
nuclearjuncture:
complement
of ¡esult
_ juxtaposed
clausal juncture:

.

mountain

'He crossed several high mounlains'

sequential events

shën chù dc y

bãi
finally at pine cypress deep place CSC one CL old
miào li zhâo dào le nà wèi xiónren.
temple in search find PFV that CL celestial being

zhãodòo
nuclear juncture:

'and frnally, in an old temple surrounded by a thick forest of pine
and cypress üees, he found the celestial being.'

complement
of result

b. zhõngJú zài sông

7a. Xiónren

zão y

tîng shuõ

zuò gti

Runón

de

wënyì,

celestial being early already hear-say Runan GEN plague
'Already long before, the celestial being had heard about

tínç... shuõ
corc juncture:
manner-action

the plague in Runan,'

b.

jiao

lèyì

zìnÍn

ta,

naturally be.willing te¿ch him
'so of course he was willing to to teach Huanjing.'

c. bìngqië

and

hói gëi le
also give PFV

ø yt bõ
he one CL

bãojiàn.
double-edgedsword

bìngqië
clausal juncturc:

'He also gave him a double-edged sword.'

additive

Huón¡ing méi tian gën zhe xiánren
from.that.on Huanjing every day follow DUR celestial being
'From that day on, tluanjing was every day'

gën... xuéxi

8. Cóngcí,
kèlai

assiduously

xuéxí
study

core juncture:
matmer-action

bënling.

skill

'assiduously practicing skills with the celestial being.'
9a.

b.

Dào le

dì-èr nión jiú

yuè

juxtaposed

.

arrive PFV second year nine month

-clausal juncturc:

'Then came the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month of the second year'

sequential events

xiónren

_

celestial.being

duì Huán¡ing

to

Huanjing

shuö
say

-:

direct quotation

'the celestial being said to Huanjing:'

c.

"fiú yuè jiú
nine month nine

juxøposed

clausal juncture:

rì
day

"On the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month,"

Rú-hé de yãoguài yòu yao
Ru-river GEN goblin again will
"the goblin will again come out."

chú

ItÉ¡

exit

come CRS

le"

chú lái
core juncrure

di¡ectional

4,
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qù"

you guickly r€n¡m

huí qù
corejuncnue:
directional

go

"Go back quickly"

e. " wèÍ rënmín

for

chúhài

people desroy

evil

bd."
IF

wèi
core

"and destroy the evil for the sake of the pcople."
lOa- Så¿d wtín
frnish

say

juncüre:

purposive
shuõ wón
nuclearjuncturc:

-

complement

'Having said ttrat,'

of

resul¡

-

juxtaposed

clausal juncnrre:
sequcntial events

b.

c.

yèzi
zltãi le rtê zhûyú
pick PFV some medicinal.comel leaf -

_

'he picked some leaves of medicinal comcl'

modifying clausc

sòng gëÍ
give glve

sòng... gëí
corc juncturc:

,ã

lE

'and gave them to Huanjing.'

d.

yÒu Cëi le

again give PFV

benefac¡ive

hÊ yî píng iúhwã

tE

juxtaposed

clausal juncurc:

iiú

one bottle chrysanthemum wine-

'He also gave him a bonle of chrysanthemum wine'

yòu
clausal juncturc:

additive

sëi... hê
core juncture:

purposive

_juxtaposed
clausal

juncue:

ærnporally
rmorde¡ed

e- shuõ

_:

_

juxtaposed
clausal juncnrrc:
direct quotaúon

say

'ar¡d said:'

f-

zh¿xiê dõngxi kEy-t

bi

ytu

these things

rcpel

gobling

cal

_

-

"These can repel goblins"

f,áng

juxtaposed

clausaljuacnre
additive

bìng.

prevent illness
"and prevent illncss."

lla. Haánfing
Huanjing

htúí dào le

iiãxiãng

retum anive PFV

village

'Huanjing went back to thc village'

-,

hul dào
nuclcarjuncture:
complemcnt
of result
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juxtaposed

-clausal juncnrrc:
spquential events

b.

bõ xiónren de hua gàosu Ie d,àiiãBA celestial.being GEN words tell PFV everybody
'ând told everybody what the celestial being had said.'

lZa.Jiú W iiù rt nà
nine month nine daY that

tiên,
day,

'On the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month,'

tã dàìllngrén-men dênggão shàng le
tre leâd person-PLUR climb.high up PFV

dàilíny...

'he led thc poople'

core juncturc:

... dênggõo
manne¡-action

dënggão-slùng

juncure

nuclear

complement of
¡€€ult

Íùjìn de yi

zuò

gão

neaby CSC o¡re CL high
'to the top of

b.

_juxtaposed

-

mountain

a high mountain in the

viciniry.'

gëi tttéi rén yî piàn,
zhüyti yèzi fen
BA comel leaf dis¡ribute give every person one CL

bú

'he gave everybody one cornel

c.

shãn

dãí zài tóu shang
put be-¿t t¡ead roP

leaf

clausal juncnrrc:
sequential events

ßn....

eëí

core juncnrre:

benefactive

dài zài

.

nuclearjuncturc:
complement of
rcsult
_ juxtaposed
clausal juncture:

'to put on his head,'

sequential events

d-

jiü
you bã j,ihu,A
also BA chrysanthemum wine
gèÍ nëi rén hê le yî

give

cvery person ddnk

kõu.

PFV one CL

'and gave everybody a mouthñ¡l of rhe chrysanthemum wine.'

dàÍ zhc
then cary PFV

L3a.Ránhòu

bdojiàn,
doublc-odgodsword
'Then carrying the doublc+dged sword,'

dúge

hrtÍ cùtz

le.

alone rËtum village PFV/CRS
'he retumed alone to the village.'

gëi... hè
core

juncturcl

purposivc
d,ùi...

huí

corejuncnrre:
maffier-aÊtion

4. Rot¿ mo
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goblin

IáÍ dào
come

a¡rive

cûnzi
village
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li-

lái

in

nuclearjuncture:
complemcnt of
¡esult
_ juxtaposed
clausal juncture:

'The goblin came to the village'

dàto

sequcntial events

b.

kàn bù jÍàn yî ge rén
look not sêe one CL person

l<an bu

jiàn

nuclear juncturc:
complement of

'(buÐ didn't see anybodY.'

¡esult
juxtaposed
clausal juncnrrc:

_
c.

tói

tóu

raise head
'Raising his head'

yí

d.

juxtaposed

kàn

one look-

-clausal juncture:

'he looked'

cognition

rén-mín dõu dëng shàng le gùo
person-PlUR åll climb go.up PFV high
'all the people bad cli¡nbed the mounain'

l5a. Td

it

láÍ

dào slrän

xià

co¡ne arrive mountain

-

below
'(lVhen) he came to the foot of the mountain'

shãn.

dêng shàng

mounurin

nuclcar juncturc:

complement of
result
Iáí d'ào
nuclearjuncarrc:
cornplement

of

¡€sult
juxtaposed
clausal juncnrre

-

sequential events

b.

zhl

juéde

only

f€el

_

-

clausaljuncture:

'hc felt'
c-

jiú

juxtaposed

perception

qì

ct

wine vapor pierce

bí

-

nose

'the vapor of the wine piercing his nose'

d. nóngnóng

heaty

&

zhtryú xidngrèí shÍ
CSC comel smell make

-juxtaposed
clausal junchrre:
additive
shí
clausal juncnrre:

'(and) the heavy smell of themedicinal comel ¡nade'

indi¡ect causation

ùã bù gãn kào jìn.
it nol daß gÊLnear closc

lúo-jtn

'him afraid of going close.'

complement

nuclearjunctrc:
rEsult

of

4.
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yòu hlÍí

dào

cún

Ii.

again reüm

arrive

village

in

huí dào
nuclear juncture:

'So he returned to the village.'

complement of
result

le Huõnfing
luckily run.into PFV Huanjing -

pèng shàng
nuclear juncture:

l7a. Còuqiao pèng shàng

b.

'(But) luckily he encountered Huanjing'

complement of
result
_ juxtaposed
clausal juncture:
sequenÌial even6

bèi

shã sí

Huániíng shä sf

le.

PASS Huanjing kill-die PFV

nuclear juncrure:

'(and) was killed by Huanjing.'

complement of
result

18. Cóngci, Rùnón

sinc¡

zài yë méi yöu

Runan again also not

exist

wênyi

le-

plague CRS

'Since then, there has been no plague in Runan.'

l9a.D,ã zhè

¡*íhòu,

here after

méi

nión

iiü ye

iiú

rî,

every year nine month nine day
¡each
'From then on, every year on Ninth Day of the Ninth month'

dài

rén-men iiù

shàng

iúhua

iiú

person-PLIJR all.along take with chrysanthemum wine'people rake chrysanthemum wine'

dài shàng
nuc¡ea¡ juncture:

complement of
result
juxtaposed
clausal juncture:

-

additive

b-

tóu chõ zhúyú
hcad put.on comel

yè,
leaf

'put comel leaves on their heads,'

c.

wài
outside

chu
go.out

dênggõo.

climb.high

'(and) go out to climb high.'

Nuclea¡ junctures seem to be a prevalent phenomenon in Chinese. There are
eighteen of them in the sample text alone exprcssing either result or potentiality.
Traditionally these constuctions are known as the complement of result and ûre

potential complement. Using the RRG framework we can notice that they
formed with two verbs that together sha¡e all their arguments:

are
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(tã) zhõng¡ú zháo dào le
3sg

finally

nà

search reach PFV that

xraûen

CL

celestial being

complement of
result

'He finally found the celestial being.'

b.

wel

t^
Huánjing dã bu guò
Huanjing beat-not-surpass it

potential
complement

'Huanjing could not beat him.'

The fact that these are tigh¡ linkages can be seen from the way these constn¡ctions
behave like one unit in various synhctic processes. For example, the whole nuclear

juncture is required to answer an A-not-A type of question:

(178) a Ni zhão dào

le nà bën shû

méi yõu? Zhão

dào

le.

You sea¡ch a¡rive PFV that CL book not have sea¡ch a¡rive PFV
'Did you find that book (or notf (I) found (it).'
b.T:a dà de

guò

dãbu

guò nà ge yãoguài?Dã buguò.

he hit get surpass hit not surpassthat CL gobling
'Could he beat the goblin? No, he couldn't.'

hit

notsurpass

Unlike Korean, Chinese does not use nuclear juncues to mark aspect. The Chinese
aspect ma¡kers le, zhe, and guo, even though originally verbs, have been fully
gammaticalized and now work as purely formal ma¡kers (cf. Fu 1996).
Core juncnrres in the sample text represent a variety of different situations.
One of them is, what has traditionally been known as the complement of degree:

(179)

de jiàoqilai
gecko glad CSC shout-begin
'the little gecko was so glad he started to shout'
[Xi¡ão

bìhù] gâoxing

little

complement of
degree

Fu (1996), in her RRG analysis of Manda¡in linkage types, has compared this
constn¡ction with the potential complement pointing out several differences between
the two. In the complement of degree, an adverb ltke hèn'very' can be insened

between the two juncts as illustrated below in (180a). When forming A-not-A
questions only the second junct is repeated, and when answering such a question
the secondjunct can stand alone, both shown in (180b):
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(180)

a-

Tã

pào

3sg run
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de hën

kuài
CSC very quick

'He runs very quicklY.'

b.Tla pão
3sg run

de kuài bu

kuài? Hèn kuài.
CSC quick not quick very quick

'Does he run quickly? Yes, very quickly.'

core juncture is used to introduce further a¡guments into ttre
predication. This is commonly known as the serial verb construction. Below, in
(181a), the first junct 'I use sword' adds an instrument to the ottrer core 'cut down
your head'. In (181b), the first junct 'he distributes the comel leaves' gets a recipient added in the second junct 'gives one to everybody':
Another type

(181)

a-

of

lái.
wd yòng zhè bã dão bã ni de tóu gê xià
come
you
descend
head
cut
I use this CL sword BA GEN

'I'll cut your head with mY sword.'

gei méi rén yi piàn
b.(tã) bã zhúyú yèzi fën
(3sg) BA cornel leaf disuibute give every person one CL
'he gave everybody one comel leaf '
couple of linkages expressing direction may, at first glance, seem to be nuclea¡
junctures. A closer examination, however, reveals that other items can be inserted
between the juncs. Compare example (236a) from the text with (236b), where a

A

locative NP has been added between the predicates:

(182)

a.

ni

gãnkuài

huí

you

quickly
retum
'-eo quickly back'

b.

jiã

qù
go

qù
3sg retum home go

T:a huí

le.

CRS

'He went back home.'
Another type of core juncture is the pivotal constn¡ctions, where the shared argument is the object. Not found in my dat4 I illustrate this juncture type with an
example adapted from Hansell (1993:200):
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(183) T-a jião wõ xié
write ^cha¡acter
3sg teach I
'He teaches me to write.'
So far, the discussion has focused on nuclea¡ and core junctures which both repre-

sent packaging

of information into one and ttre

same clause.

My

analysis

of

these

basically accords with that of Fu (1996). There is one major exception though. This
is the treatrnent of sentences like the one below, which Fu takes to be an instance of
corejuncture:

tã zuótian zõu le
know 3sg yesterday go CRS

(184) Wõ zhldao

I

'I know that he left yesterday.'
According to Fu (1996), the part 'he left yesterday' is embedded under a core argument. In other words, the object slot is filled by a whole clause and the structure of
the sentence would be something like the diagram below:
(185)

CLAUSE
CORE

AR

NUC
CLAUSE

,/l\

CORE

PERIP

CORE
I

I

ARG

wõ

I

zhîdao

know

tã
3sg

NUC
zuótiãn zõu le
yesterday

go CRS

The main reason why Fu analyzes this sentence as having a complex core is that the
clause 'he left yesterday' appea$ to fill an argument position as a¡r embedded structure. At the same time, however, she furds evidence that points to full-clause analysis. Syntactically, the "embedded" junct is free to specify independent tense, it can

be independently negated, and it can take its own peripheral argument. Moreover,
phonologically, ttrere sometimes exists a short pause between ttre juncts. To my
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opinion, these features are symptomatic and the juncnrre should be analyzed

as

clausal:

(186)

S

CLAUSE

CLAUSE
CORE

CORE

^¿ N.

ARG

V/ri

zhr-dao

PERIP

CORE

I

fà

zuóúã¡t

NUC
zõu le

Verbs of cognirion do not require that all the arguments are specified on the surface.
It is possible to say zhídao'(I) know' and consider it a complete clause. With some
verbs the situation is different. The verb såi, in its causative sense, assumes a whole
clause as its object, as in sentence 15. An analysis analogous to (186) seems to
leave the first junct rather incomplete. However, the crucial question when determining level ofjuncture is whether there are sha¡ed arguments. In sentence 15 there
are none. Therefore the verb såi has been analyzed as having a clause break after it.

Finally, let us consider a sentence where both the subject and the object
position appear to be filled with a whole clause. This is how I have analyzed
sentences like the one below (from LG: 3):

(187) CLAUSE-1
Méi yõu

not

have

CLAUSE-2
wéiba
tail

dud nán-kàn
how ugly

na!

PRT

I am when I don't have a tail!'
b.'Oh, how ugly I am withou¡ a tail!'
c. 'Oh, it looks so ugly not to have a tail!'
a. 'Oh, how ugly

like this could be üanslated in va¡ious ways depending on what we
think has been left unspecified. In practical fieldwork, I think we should take the

A

sentence

loosest altemative as basic, unless predicate semantics, consistent phonological pattems, or identifiable syntactic behavior point to a tighær linkage type.

My conclusion is ttrat applying RRG concepts is useful when elements a¡e
simply juxtaposed to each other without formal markers. The theory of linkage
types helps to naÍow down the number of ambiguous constnrctions and provides
criteria for testing one's decisions. More resea¡ch, however, is called for in the area
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of fuittrer developing procedures for applying the RRG theories in practical tasks
like positing clause breaks.

4.3. CLASSIFICATION OF PREDICATES
When we ølk about something, we use sentences to represent different types of
states of affairs (see Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 82-89). States of affain are expressed using verbs that take various numbers of nominal Írguments. The verbs
differ in what kind of temporal properties they encode. Some entail change over
time; others do not. Some code punctual changes; others changes that occur over
a more extended period of time. There a¡e verbs with an i¡ùterent endpoint and
those that lack such an endpoint. Some verbs entail causation while others afe noncausative. These differences a¡e the basis for predicæe classification in RRG (Van

Valin and LaPolla

1997 :

9l-102).

4.3,1. Aktionsart classes
The different predicate classes are called Aktionsart. The system adopted in RRG
was originally proposed by Vendler (1967). According to Vendler predicates fall
into four broad classes: states of affain expressed by predicates fall into broad
claSses: states, achievements, accomplishments, and activities. The different calegories are illustrated below:

(188) a States are static and temporally

unbounded:

be sick, be tall, be dead,love, know, believe, lmve.
b.

Activities are dynamic and temporally unbounded:
march, walk, roII (the intransitive versions);
swim, think, rain, read, eat.

c. Accomplishments are temporally extended changes

of state that

lead to a terminal point:

melt,freeze, dry (the intransitive versions);
recover from illness, learn.
d. Achievements code instantaneous change; they have inherent

terminal point:
pop, explode, collapse, shatter (all intransitive).
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Stares and activities a¡e considered the most fundamental categories. They

differ

from each other only by one being static and the other dynamic. Accomplishments
are semantically more complex as they involve a terminal point. Achievements not
only have a terminal point but a¡e also punctual. The features of ttre four categories
are summarþed below:

(189)

State

[+static],

Activity

þstaticl,
þstaticl,
[-static],

Accomplishment
Achievement

þtelicl,
þtelicl,
[+telic],
[+telic],

þpunctuall
[-punctual]
[-punctual]
[+punctual]

Verbs from the same Aktionsart class exhibit similar morphosyntactic behavior.
Below ¿¡re some examples (adapted from Dowty 1979: 55-62; cf. Van Valin 1997:
94-97.) Only non-statives occur in the progressive, or with such adverbs ttrat code
dynamic action:

*John is knowing the answer.
b. John is running

stative
non-stative

a- *John vigorously knew the answer

stative
non-stative

(190) a
(191)

b. John ran vigorously.

Achievements are generally strange with

afor

phrase but activities may take this

adverbial:

(192)

a- ??John nodced the painting

for

a few minutes.

b. John walked for an hour.

Accomplishments can occur

achievement

activity

with a temporal adverbial like ¡n an hour, while

activities cannot.

(193) a John

painted a picture in an hour.
*John
walked in an hour.
b.

accomplishment

The common temporal propenies entailed by the predicates of a particular group
explain why adverbs and constn¡ctions dealing with aspectual meanings are not
frreety compatible with all types of predicates. The progressive form in English is
used to express the on-goingness of situations which are not inherently on-going.
Hence, it is not surprising that there are restrictions on its use with static verbs,
since they alrcady include thæ semantic component. The acceptability of adverbs

likevigorousþ is related to inhercnt dynamicity. The adverbial in an hour describes
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situations reaching their endpoint (bounded events). It may occur with accomplishments, which entail such an endpoint, but not with aaivities, because they do not
have an inherent endpoint. Finally, there is the instantaneous vs. more gradual
change. The English prepositions

for

in are sensitive to these differences,

and

as

well

as differences in boundedness.
Vendler arguments for these predicate classes were based solely on English.
Interestingly, however, these distinctions appear to be relevant cross-linguistically.
Evidence for their relevance has been found in many unrelated languages including:
Bongi, Ba¡ai, French, Georgian, Italian, Japanese, Lakhota, Russian, Tepehu4
Yagua (Van Valin and l-aPolla 1997:98-99,103, 109).
Vendler's system was further developed by Dowty (1979) and adopted, with

of
or activiry is induced by a

some modifications, by Van Valin and LaPolla (1997). Each of these basic types

predicates have a causative counterpart where the state
participants. These a¡e illustrated below:

basic

(1e4)

a

The boy is

State

afraid

b. Achievement

The balloon

c. Accomplishment

The ice

popped

causative counterpart
The dogfrighterul
scores the boyThe cat popped the

balloon.

d.

Activity

melted.

The ball

bounced

aroundthe

room

The hotwater melted
the íce.

girl bounced the
ballaroundthe room
The

One more distinction is made in Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:
plishment predicates can go back either to a state or to an activity.

(195) a¡.
a2.

simple

state:

accomplishment

b¡. simple

activity:

l0l-102):

accom-

The ice is melted.
The ice melted.

melted = melt' + change + terminal point
The dog walked.

b2. active accomplishment:. The dog walked to the park.

walked =

walk'+

a terminal point

Both of these classes have thei¡ causative counterparts. By adding the feature
[+causation] The íce melted becomes a causative accomplishment The hot water
melted the ice. This was already illustrated in (194c). A causative active accomplishment corresponding to (l95bz) would b Samwalked the dog to the park.lhis
gives us altogether 10 different types of predicates. Vendler's four-way classification forms the basis. One more class comes from the distinction between two
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of accomplishments, and the rest are causative counterparts of the five more

simple types.
There are languages in which several

of these categories are directly coded in

the verbal morphology (e.g. Finnish). Others a¡e not so iconic. The interesting
thing, however, is that even if a language does not visibly code the Aktionsart in the
verb form, the verbs belonging to a ceÍain A-lcionsa¡t category typically will demonstrate ttreir category membership by some sort of distinctive morphosyntactic
behavior.

The Aktionsa¡t distinctions arc considered unive¡sal but the ways in which
different languages manifest these distinctions vary. The distinctions can (but need
not) show up in the morphological form of the predicate. They may be indicated by
¡he form of the nominal arguments. In either case, the Aktionsart rypically constrains what kind of nominal arguments, adverbial elements, and constructions are
compatible with the predicate. Therefore, when analyzing the predicates, we need to
consider both the predicate itself and its nominal arguments.

4.3.2. Testing the predicates
There a¡e thus altogether ten classes

of

predicates. Which category a palticular

predicate belongs to is deærmined by a set of tests. The basic classes can be iden-

tified by applying the following criteria (see Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:94,101):

States Achievements

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No*

Yes

Yes

Yes*

No

Irrelevant

Yes

No

No*

Yes

No

No
2. Occurs with adverbs like No
l.

Occurs with
v i gorously,

progressive

active ly, etc.

3. Occurs with adverbs
4.

Accomplishments Activities

quickly, slowly,etc.
Occurs withXfor an

like No
hour,

spend an hour Xing

5. Occurs with X in an hour

Table IX. Basic tests for prcdicue classification

The linguistic expressions a¡e considered in the context they occur in. Læt us take a
sentence ltkeYesterday,Annawas sick. The predicate and the NP with which it is
associated arc Anna was sick.lVhen we apply the above tests

to this expression,

they yield the following results: No - No - No - Yes - No; *Anna was being sick,
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*Anna was sick vigorouslylactively, and xAnna was sick quicklylslowly are all unacceptable. Annawas síckfor an hour is possible but Anna was sick in an hour is
again ungrammatical. The conclusion thus is that Anna was sic/c must be a state.
In this manner we can use the table substituting with any given predicate and

its arguments for X. An asterisk afrer Yes or No indicates that with some predicates
the test is problematic. Theþr phrase, for example, is odd with Anna was fat for an
hour.Ttrc purpose of this test, however, is to show whether a predicate has dura-

tion, which those representing permanent situations of course have. Similarly, the
No for tests 3 and 5 in the achievement column is not always absolute.
h Table IX, the answers fo¡ the accomplishment class hold for predicaæs thæ
go back to an underlying søte. In the case of an active accomplishment, Test 2
yields Yes. No additional tests are needed to distinguish the two types of accomplishments from each other.

Only one more test is needed for distinguishing the causative classes from the
basic ones. Ifthe predicate is causative, then it is possible to create a causative paraphrase for i¡.The sun melted the ice ca¡r be paraphrased as The sun caused the ice

tomelt- Similarly, Johnbrokethevase canbeexpressed asJohncausedthevase to
break. A revised table for all the ten classes is presented below (see Van Valin and
LaPolla 1997:94, l0l).

I

Test 2

with

Occurs with

Test
Occurs

progressive adverbslike

Test

3

quickly,
etc

vigorously,
acively, etc. s/owly,

State

No

No

Activity

Yes

Yes

Achievement
Accompl.
Act. accom

No
Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

Caus- state

Yes*

Yes*

Caus. activ

Yes

Yes

Caus. achiev

No

Caus. accom

Yes
Yes

Yes*
Yes*

Caus. activ.

Yes

Test 4

Occurs with Occurs with
adverbs like Xfor an
hour, spend

No
Yes
No*
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No*
Yes
Yes

Test 5

Test 6

Occurs with

Has a

Xinan

causalive

hour

paraplnase

an hour Xing

Yes*
Yes

No
No

No

No*

Irrelevant
lrrelevant
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
lrrelevant
lrrelevant

accom.
Table X. A complete set of tests for predicate classification

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No*

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
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with some qualifications. The first test aims at capturing whether a verb is static or not. languages
having a progtessive aspect can conduct the test with the progressive form. In other
languages it may be necessary to find a construction that would be semantically
equivalent to an explession like 'be in the middle of V-ing'. If such an expression
can collocate with apparent activities but is not acceptable with apparent states, it is

These tests are meant to have cross-linguistic validity, albeit

for a testing instrument.
The Test 2 is designed to reveal whether an action is dynamic. The adverbs
vigorously, dynonically, and actively, are compatible with predicates expressing dynamic actions, whereas non-dynamic predicates do not collocate with them. When
selecting words for this test, it is best to avoid adverbs thæ imply a controlling
a good candidaæ

subject, such as carefully and deliberalel1'. These do not go together with verbs that
are dynamic but refer to involuntary actions: The dog shivered violentlyl*carefully

in the cold.
The third test distinguishes punctual verbs from non-punctual ones. The adverbs used in this test should indicaæ relatively slow processes- Quickly, rapídly,

slowly, or gradually are acceptable but not instantly.
The fourth test indicates whether or not a verb is durative. For this test it is
necessary to find an expression that indicates duration, such as 'for an hour' or
'during one hour'. Punctual verbs should not be compatible with these expressions.
The fifrh test indicates whether or not a predicate is telic. This can be tested
with expressions that indicate completion, such as 'in an hour', 'within an hour'
tha¡ assume ttrat a terminal point has been reached within a certain time limir \{hen
designing a test it is good to use phnses that involve relatively long periods of time.
This excludes achievements, which arc punctual, but could occur ¡n the blink of an
eye or in

afraction of a second.

Finally, when testing causation, the point to observe is that the predicate to be
tested and its causative paraphrase must have the same number

of nominal argu-

ments. This is true in a sentence like.9¿m caused the book to be on the ¡aåle which

In contast, Sam caused himself to roll
on the floor is not a valid paraphrase for Sam rolled on the floor because it adds

paraphrases Sam put the book on the table.
one more argument to the sentence.

Testing predicates is important. It is not valid to re¿ìson that a verb like passess
must be static because no action is involved. This would be refening to the State of
affaiß (i.e. to what happens in the real world), which easily leads to arbiaary judgements. The decisions must be based on linguistic evidence which, in different languages, can yield different answers for a given predicate. The English verb die is

durative (He is dyínglHe díed slowly). In another language the corresponding verb
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may be punctual and does not accept progtessive aspect or adverbials indicating
temporal duration. (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 10ó.)

4.3.3. Logical structures
of Aktionsart distinctions can be formalized in what a¡e known
as logical structues (Van Valin and l¿Polla 1997: 102-122). This type of formal-

The various types

ization was developed by Dowty (1979) who, drawing upon Vendler (1967), proposed ttrat all predicaæs could be described in terms of a basic meaning plus
possibly one or more modifiers. State predicates are assumed to represent the basic
meaning directly, e.g. see, be dead. These can be formally described as see' (x, y)

and

be dead' (x). Achievements involve an

indicated

insøntaneous change. This is

with the modifier INGR. When this modifier is added to the basic

meaning of see the result is glimpse. The logical structure of it is INGR see' (x, y).
The English verb die is an accomplishment predicate. In this class, the change has
temporal du¡ation; the ma¡ker of that is BECOME. The verb di¿ is thus represented

assumed ttrat activities'too would be
composed of more than one component but he had difFrculties in frnding state
predicates tt¡at could underlie them. In the latest version of RRG, activities a¡e
considered to be basic. Their logical structure differs from the state predicates by
the ma¡ker do'. This is a generalized activity predicate, not a modifrer that would be

as BECOME

dead' (x). Dowty (1979)

added upon the meaning of anottrer, more basic, predicate.2a Hence, activities like
cry and eat frsh are presented as do' (x, [cry' (x)]) and do' (x, [eat' (x, y)]).

In this semantic metalanguage, the predicates, are conventionally written in
boldface followed by a prime. This is meant to indicaæ ttrat tbe words describe the
meaning of the predicate in a formal way rather than represent an actual lexical item
in some human language. The modifiers are written in capital letters. The va¡iables
a¡e filled in with acn¡al lexical items written in normal typeface. The example below
illustrates the formal reprcsentations for the predicate 'be sick' in English and in
Korean:

(196)

a- The dog berame sick
b. Kay-nun pyeng-i nass-ta

BECOME sick' (dog)
BECOME sick'(kay)

Examples of some English verbs with their logical stn¡ctures are given below (Van
Valin and LaPolla 1997: 105):
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States
Leon is a fool.
The window is shattered.
Fred is at the house
John saw the picture.

b.

The wheel squeaks
John ate fish.

do' (children [cry' (children)])
do' (wheel, [squeak' (wheel)])
do' (John, [eat' (fish)])

Achievements
The window shattered.
The balloon popped.
John glimpsed the picture

d.

be'(Iæon, [fool])
shattered' (window)
be-at (house, Fred)
see' (John, picture)

Activities
The children cried

c.

153

INGR shattered' (window)
INGR popped' (balloon)
INGR see' (John, picture)

Accomplishments
The snow melted.

The sky reddened.

Mary leamed French

BECOME melted'(snow)
BECOME red'(sky)
BECOME know' (Mary, French)

A point to notice is ttrat søte predicates, even when they do not take any further
modifiers, are not a single, homogenous group. I¡ a number of languages, inherent
st¿tes and result states behave differently. Therefore they each need thei¡ own
logical stn¡cture. The simple predicate' (x) or predicate' (x, y) is used for result
states, such as broken' (x), hear' (x, y). Identiñcational and atributive constructions are represented as be' (x [predicate']): e.g. be' (Mary, [teacher']) and
be' (John, [tall']). A simila¡ logical stn¡cture is used also for intemal sensations.
She feels hothas the logical strucrure feel' (she, [hot']).
The causative counterparts of the basic classes a¡e all formed with ttre modifier
CAUSE. The generalized logical stn¡cûre is o CAUSE p, where the f¡¡st argument
o is ttre causer and the second argument p is the togical stn¡cture of the basic
predicaæ. Forexample:

(198) a The boy is afraid
feel' (boy, [afraid'])
b. The dog frightens the boy.

ldogl CAUSE lfeel' (boy, [afraid'])l

basic state
causative state
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The balloon popped.

basic achievement

INGR popped' (balloon)
b. The cat popped the

balloon.

causative achievement

lcatl CAUSE IINGR popped' (balloon)]
It is also possible that a state of affairs rather tha¡r a living being brings about anorher state of affairs. In that case the fust argument of the CAUSE modifier is filled
by the logical stn¡cture representing ttre causing state, activity, achievement or
accomplishment.

(200)

The balloon's popping startled the baby.

UNGR popped' (balloon)J CAUSE IINGR startled' (baby)]

If the cause is an unspecified action, the first argument in the logical structure is
do' (x,0). For example, Max could have broken the window, but the sentence
does nor tell us what exactly he did that had this result. This is illustrated below:

(201) Max broke

the window.

[do' (Max,0) CAUSE TBECOME broken'(window)]
Agentivity is indicated in the logical structure only when it is an obligatory part of
the verb meaning. This can be tested with adverbs ltke unintentionally and itndvertently.If the addition of such adverbs results in a semantically odd sentence, then
the verb in question is irùerently agenúve. In English, the verb h// does not
lexicalize agentivity and, hence, it is possible to say He uníntentionølly killed tlæ
chicken. Moreover, it appean with inanimaæ subjects which cannot be willful
agents: Malaria killed many people in tlat area- Tlte verb murder, in conrast, is
not compatible with anything that cancels its inherent agentivity: *He unintentiornþ murdered his enemy. *Malaria murdered many people in that area.
Agentivity is only an issue for those verbs having an activity logical structure.
Verbs in this category which are always interpreted as agentive have semantic
representations containing tl¡e modifier DO.2s This yields logical stn¡cnres that
begin DO (x, [do'...

(202)

The man murdered his enemy.

DO (man, [do' (man,0)]) CAUSE IBECOME dead' (enemy)]
A couple of additional logical strucn¡re elements that need to be included a¡e & and
NOT. The element & means 'and then'. It is used to express the successive states
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of affairs following a motion, transfer of possession, cr€ation, or consumption. For
example, in the accomplishment uses of verbs like run utd write, the resulting
states of affain is indicated with &:

(203) activity
a Tim ran
do'(Tim, [iun'(Tim)])

accomplishment
Tim ran to the store.

do'(Tim, [run'(Tim)] &
BECOME be-at' (Tim, store)

b.Tim

wrote.

Tim wrote apoem.

do'(Tim, [write'

(Tim)])

do'(Tim, [write'(Tim)] &
BECOME exist' (poem)

The element NOT is needed to describe verbs like remove, drain, and take
illustated below:

(?M)

as

Tom took the knife from the prisoner
[do' (Iom,0) CAUSE IBECOME NOT have' (prisoner, knife)]

Simultaneous changes can be indicated with

¡. This

is relevant

with verbs of trans-

formation like catt¡e:

(205)

The man carved the log into a canoe.

[do'

(man,

[carve' (man, log)]) CAUSE IBECOME NOT exist'

(log) n BECOME exist' (canoe)l

It is also used in togical stn¡cüres representing activities ttrat include the use of an
instnrment:26

(206) Mary wrote the cha¡acters with a brush.
do' (Mary, lwrite'(Mary, characters)] n use' (Mary, brush)l)
We can now summa¡ize the basic principles for writing logical stn¡ctures. Ascert¿in
ttre Aktionsart class of the verb in the given context. Then assign the logical structure associaæd with that class. The basic set of logical stn¡cturcs is given below,
followed by examples of some subclasses within them (adapted from Van Valin
and LaPolla 1997 : 109, 1L5, ll7 -122').
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Logical structure

class

Sate

Activity
Achievemer¡t

Accomplishment
Active accomplishment
Causative

predicate' (x) or (x, y)
do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])
INGR predicate' (x) or (x, y), or
INGR do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])
BECOME predicate' (x) or (x, y), or
BECOME do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x, y)])
do'(x, [predicate¡'(x, (y))] & BECOME
predicate2' (2, x) or (y)
o CAUSE p, where d, Ê arc logical stn¡cû¡res of any
type

Table XI. The basic set of logical structures

Examples

of

subclasses:

States:

condition
Exisænce
Identifica¡ional
Atnibutive
Pu¡e locarion
Perception
Inæmal feeling
State or

broken' (x)
exist' (x)
be' (x, y)
be' (x lattribute'])
be-LOC' (x, y)
hear' (x, y)
feel' (x, y)

Activities:

verbs
like
successive states
inherently agentive
verbs of removal and the

simultaneous change, use of instruments

DO (x, [do'
NOT
&.

^

Table }(II. Logical structu¡es fo¡ subclasses of st¿æs ar¡d activities

It is broken
Thae is an old stcry.
He is my son.
He is big.

It is on the table.
He hea¡d the noise.

I fear dogs.
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4.3.4. Transitivity
Transitivity in RRG is cha¡acterized in terms of semantic macroroles. A uansitive
verb takes two macroroles, actor and undergoe¡. Actor is the participant \¡/hich performs, effects, instigates, or controls the situation, while the undergoer is a participant which does not perform, initiate, or control the sioation but is somehow
affected by it (Foley and Van Valin 1984: 29). The following example sentences all
contain two macroroles and, hence, the predicaæs in them are ransitive.

(207)

of popcom(U).
b.Pat(A) saw Mary(U).
a. John(A) ate a bag

c. Peter(A) has a cat(U).

The notions actor and undergoer do not have an exact semantic content. They refer

to the opposition of two entities (Van Valin and l:Polla 1997: 139-147). TtÊ
macroroles encompÍNs several more specific semantic relations depending on the
type of the predicate. An actor can be agent, experiencer, possessor, etc. and an
undergoer can be patient, sensation, possessed, etc. With this approach we can
avoid the kind of problems that were discussed in Chapter 3 conceming dircct objects and whether or not they are really affected. Another problem that gets solved
is the assignment of thematic relations. In Case Gramma¡ they are arbitrarily assigned. [n RRG, the specific semantic relations a¡e derived from logical structures
(Van Valin and l¡Polla 1997:127):

Arg. of

lst arg. of

lst arg. of

2nd arg.

DO

do'(x...

pred'(x, y)

pred' (x, y)

of

Arg. of state

pred'(x)

Table )flII. Thematic relations continuum

Only the argr¡ments in ttre logical stucture can be macroroles. A furttrer requirement is that macroroles must be realized as direct a¡guments (i.e. as subject or direct
objecQ except in voice consEuctions. Hence, peripheral arguments or NPs realizecl
as oblique a¡guments (e.g. indirect object) do not yield any macroroles. Verbs with
only one macrorole are intransitive. For example:
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ran.

b. Pat cried.

c. Peter slept in the garden.

A point to noæ is that some verbs may have va¡iable nansitivity. The verb e¿t in its
two-argument form can be either an activity o¡ an active accomplishmenL Only the
taner yields two macr,oroles. Besides an acûor, its semantic representation also
conrains apanicipant which is affected in the state of affai¡s.In contasq the activity
predicate has a non-referential second argument and therefore cannot yield an
undergoer:

(209) a

Anna (A) ate a bowl of spagheni (U).
b. Anna (A) was eating spagheni.

transitive
intra¡rsitive

Verbs which do not have any argu¡nents in their logicat stn¡cnue cannot yield
macroroles. They are called atransitive. The Finnistr verb sataa is atransitive:

(210)

Sataa.

rains
'It rains.'

Transitivity defined in terms of mactoroles is called M-transitivity in RRG. The
possibilities thus a¡e:

number of macroroles
abbreviation

M-transitivity

no macr,oroles

atransitive

MRO

one macrorole

intransitive

MRl

two macroroles

ransitive

MR2

Table )fiV. M-transitivity

4.

4.3.5. Lexical entries
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verbs

The lexicon in RRG contains the lexical entries and tlpir logical structures. The
logical structures account for the syntactic behavior of lexical items. Only information that is relevant but does not follow from the logical sEucture needs to be speci
fied separately. Transitivity, in most cases, can be seen directly from the logical
structure of the verb. It is equal to or less than the number of arguments in the
logical strucnre:

(211)

a-

run

b. see

c. watch

do' (x) [run' (x)] I argument in LS
2 arguments in LS
see' (x, y)
do' (x) [see' (x, y)] 2 arguments in LS

M-inransitive
M-transitive
M-transitive

It is ofcourse not necessary for all the arguments to be coded in the surface structure. Hence, watchis a transitive verb but it can appear in clauses li/r:e I am watchrng where one of the arguments is left unspecified. Verbs of transfer often have
th¡ee semantic core arguments, e.g. give, put, etc. However, the maximum number
of macroroles is two. These verbs are tansitive; there is no such a concept as diransitivity in RRG.
In all the above situations, there is no need to indicate the transitivity in the
lexical entry. Only if the verb is irregular in its M-transitivity must this be specifred.
An example of such a verb is belong ¡o. The logical stn¡cture contains two arguments but one of them is always realized as an oblique argument and therefore does
not qualify as a macrorole: That book belongs to Sue. The verb is thus inuansitive
and the lexical entry would be:

have' (x, y) [MRl]. Ar¡other verb with irregular

M-transitivity is seem. The logical stn¡cture has two arguments but one of them, if
present, is realized ¿¡s a prepositional phrase, while the other is an extaposed
clause: It seer¡u to me that... This leaves se¿rn without macroroles and atransitive.
The lexical entry would be seem'(x, y) [MR0].
Many verbs have different Aktionsa¡t inte{pretations depending on the context
in which they occur. In English a common pattem is that a verb has an activiry
interpretation when it occurs with a bare plural or mass noun but becomes an rrccomplishment when there is a specific object. In a fieldwork type of situation it may
be best to list every occurrence of a given verb and, initially, make a separate entry

If

it becomes clear tha¡ the alæration between
Aktionsart classes is a productive phenomenon, then one c¿¡n write a lexical rule
and just state the exceptions. True polysemy, on the other hand, always waxrants
separate lexical entries. For example, the English verb take would have one entry

for each Ak¡tionsart interpretation.

for the sense 'seize', 'grab' and anotlrer for the sense 'choose', 'select'.'
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4.3.6. Application
In fieldwork, the first step is to adapt the set of tests as necessitated by the language
in question. Then, sta¡ting from simple clauses, one proceeds in the following
order:

o
¡
r
o
o

Ascertain the states of affai¡s.
Test the predicate to determine the A-lcionsa¡t.
'Write the logical sm¡cture.
Determine the number of macroroles.
Vy'rite ttre lexical entry.

4.3.6.1. Korean

For Korean, ttre tests have been adapted by Yang (1994)- As he uses an earlier
version of the RRG theory (Foley ar¡d Van Valin 1984; Van Valin ed. 1993), I
have modified the tests slightly to include the developments in Van Valin and
LaPolla (1997) by adding the thi¡d criterion and the causative test. Also, I have
omitted some tests which were used in Yang (L994) ro give further support for the
classification but which did not add any new distinctions. The modified set of tests
a¡e as follows.

l.
Z.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Occurs with progressive form (u)n cwung-ita
Occun with adverbs lidrle paklyekßskey, hímchakey, hwaltongcehrlo,

hwalpalhi'vigorously', swutasulepkey
Occu¡s with adverbs ltke ppalli'quickly' and cencenhi 'slowly'
Occurs with han silcan tongan'for an hour'
Occu¡s with ltan silcan-man-ey, han sikan an-ey'in an hour'
Has acausative paraphrase

Table XV. Tests for predica¡e classif¡cation in Korean

Yang (1994) suggests that tt¡e test aimed

u

discovering whether or not a verb is

static should be conducted using the form -(u)n cwung-i-ta. This form is compatible
with dynamic verbs but not with states. The examples below a¡e from Yang (1994):
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(2r2)
a Chelswu-nun cilum wuntongcang-eyse twi-nun.cwung.i-ta
Chelswu-TOPnow playground-LOC run-PROG-DEC

activity

'Chelswu is now running in the playground.'

b. *Chelswu-nun acik-to

ku sasil-ul

a-nun.cwung.i-ta.

state

Chelswu-TOP still
tl¡æ fact-ACC know-PROG-DEC
'Chelswu still knows that fact.'

c. *Chelswu-nun acik-to ku chayk-ul kaci-nun.cwung.i-ta state
Chelswu-TOP still that book-ACC have-PROG-DEC
'Chelswu still has the book.'

Ea¡lier studies on Korean have assurned ttrat the progressive ma¡ker in Korean
would be the form -/ca isst¿. However, citing Ko (1982) and Suh (1976), Yang
(1994) shows ìl:ørt -ko issl¿ can occur with certain static expressions, i.e. those
which do not involve adjectives, existential verbs, or the copula:

(213) a Chelswu-nun acik-to

ku sasil-ul al-ko

iss-ta.

Chelswu-TOP still ttrat fact-ACC know-CON exist-DEC
'Chelswu still knows the fact.'

b.

Chelswu-nun acik-to ku
Chelswu-TOP still thar
'Chelswu still has the book.'

chayk-ul

kaci-ko

iss-ta.

book-ACC have-CON exist-DEC

A more reliable testing instument, Yang (1994) suggests, is the form -(u)n cwungir¿. This is not compatible with the verbs alta 'l<rtow' and lcacin'have', nor can it
be used wittr othe¡ static expressions. I have adopted Yang's position and, based on
the criteria in Table XV, analyzed the main predicate in each clause of the sample
Íext.27

Altogether 52 predicates were tested. Of tt¡em 15 occurred more than once in
one and the same sense. Of the rernaining 37 predicaæs, 19 yielded what seemed
like reasonably reliable test results. These predicates arc listed below:

l. thap-i
pagodaNOM

cilowm-to se-¡ss-¡a.

active accomplishment

now-also stand-exist-DEC

LS:do'(x, [stand up' (x))]
& BECOME be-up'(y)

'a pagoda is standing'

2. censel-i

iss+a

legend-NOM exist-DEC
'there is a legend'

s¡âte

LS: iss- exist' (censel)
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tuli-ko-iss-ess-ta-

activity

eãrÊ$Ìy BUCùbtmass.ACE hdêCON€dst-PASTÐEC
'(he) was performing the Buddhist services devotedly'

LS: do' (x, [hold' (x, y)])

Hato

activity

lcwusengci-b sulphu-key wul-ki-ey

very plaintive-and sad-ly

cry-NML-LOC

LS: do'(x, [cry' (x)])

'since is was crying so plaintively'

6a. holangi-lø

tiger-NOM

lø akali-lul
that mouth-ACC

pelli-ko

active accomplishment

open-and

LS: do' (x [open' (x, y)])

BECOME open'(y)

'a tiger had its mouth open'

b.yecenhi

activity

wulpwucicu-nrye

LS:

as.befo¡e roar-while

'(it)

c. (ho.langilø¡

¡..-nun).

tus

(tiger-NOM) (CLAUSE-MD) as.if
'(the tiger) did so as if...'
9b.

sunim-un

son-ul

hay-ss-ta.

activity

do-PAST-DEC

LS: do'(x, [do' (x)])

active accomplishment

nch-ese

monk-TOP hand-ACC put.into-and
'the monk put his hand into its th¡oat'
9c.

do'(x, [roar' (x)])

was roaring as before'

ht kes-ul

ppop-a.cwu-ess-ta.

that thing-ACC pull.out-give-PAsT-DEC
'and pulled out the thing.'

LS: do' (x, [put' (x, y)]))

&

BEæME be-at' (x,y)
ca¡sa¡iræ acive

acsnfl istrnot

LS: do' (x, 0 [pull' (x, y)])
cAr..lsE BEæME [NCff

be-in' (x, y)

pilose wulum-al nemthwu-l<o
tiger-TOP finalty cry-ACC stop-and

l0a- Holangi-nun

accomplishment ???

'The tiger finally stopped roaring and'

b.

c.

kkoli-lul

acriviry

hwiceu-mye

tail-ACC

wag-while
'wagging its tail,'

LS: do'(x, [wag' (x, y)l)

satacye-pelye-ss+a.

active accomplishment

disappear-throw-PAsT-DEC

LS:do'(x, I vanish' (x) &
BECOME NOT be-at'
(x, y)

'it disappeared.'

ll. [...]-n

ks-un un pinye i-essla.

state

(CLAUSE)-MD thing:IOPsilver hair.od bc-PAST-DEC LS: be' (x, [hairpin')])
'The thing was a silver hairpin.'

læ.

ku yein-ul

ttang-e!

naylye-noh-ko-nut

that woman-ACC ground+o

descend-put-TOP

'he put the woman on the ground and'

acive aaqnfl istrnart
LS: do' (x, [put' (x, y)])
cansa¡iræ

CAUSEBTOMEbçon'
(z,y)
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both verbs activi¡ies

phe-pwus-ko

cold-MD waær-ACC scooppour-and

LS: do' (x, [scoop' / pour'
(x, y)l)

'He poured cold water on her and'

b. nwuncilu-ko

activity
LS: do' (x, [rub' (x, y)])

rub-'and

'rubbed her and'

lø yein-ul tasi kkoyena-key.ruryÀ-ss-ta.
barly th¿t worrm- agánwale.upCAUS-

c. þewu

ACC

PAST.DEC
'he bady managed to awaken her.'

b.

meliJul

lwake

car.¡sali\,€ active

klcak*a-cwu-l<o

salam-tul-i

LS: do'(r"

up'(eyI)

CAIJSE BEOOME awake' $)

LS: do'(x,

hair-ACC cut-give-and
'cut her hai¡,'

28a.

cå¡¡sari\æ active accomplishmø:t

æmplishmenß

[cut' (x, y)])

CAUSE BECOME NOT
have' (2, y)

thap-ul

person-PLIIR-NOM pagoda-ACC

sew-e

erecl-and

ca¡sati!€ active aømplishmerr
LS: do'(x,0) CAUSE

BECOME stand'(y)

'People erected a pagoda'

There were two predicaæs which yielded answers that do not seem

to fit their

meaning. They were the following:
5c. nal<a-po-ass4a.

accomplishment ???

LS: BECOME be out'(x)

go.out-see-PAST-D
'(the monk) went out'
27a.

ku chenyeJul nwui-lo
thatgirl-ACC sis¡er-as

sam-lø

state ???

set.up-and

LS: adopt' (x, y)

'the monk took the girl as his sister,'

Almost half of the predicates, 18 altogether, were difñcult to classify because the
tests did not produce a set of answers associated with any of the Al:tionsa¡t categories. For example, a/- 'know', which has been classified as a state predicate by
Yang (1994), yielded No - No - No - No - Yes - No. The expected set would have
been No - No - No Yes - No - No. It seems to me that one of the crucial questions
is to find good testing instumene. The test most ftequently causing hesitant
answers were the first and the second test.
Let us now tum to guestions that were discussed in Chapter 3. In what ways
does RRG provide bette¡ tools fo¡ verb classification in Korean, albeit with a need
for more work on the testing instnrments? An important contribution are the criteria
that can be tested. A given state of atrairs is no guarantee of how a language is
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going to represent it. It is, for example, odd to say somebody 'is dying' or 'died
quickly'in Korean, whereas it is not odd in English. The Korean verbs below are
classified as punctual by Yang (1994):

(2r3) cwuk-'die'
/cåye- 'tum on'

ttena-'leave'
tochak-ha- 'arrive'
sicak-ha- 'begin'
Another advantage is that the system of lexical decomposition makes it possible to
handle, one at a time, those components of meaning which have morphosyntactic
consequences. E.g.

(214)

LS: see' (x, y)
po-'wafch'
LS: do' [see', x (y)]
po-i-'show'
LS: do' [(x,0) CAUSEBECOME(see' (x, y)])
po-i-'Þ- visible' LS: be' ([[do' (0, 0)] CAUSE IBECOME see' (y)]l
po-'see'

Furthermore, understanding verbal behavior is facili¡ated by tlrc fact that it is possible to make finely-graded distinctions in verb classification. Take ttre Korean plain
decla¡ative ending for example. According to H. B. [,ee (1989), descriptive verbs
take the ending -fa, whereas process verbs appear in the form -nuntalnta. The difficulty here is that the concepts descriptive verb and processive verb are not independently defined. As a non-native speaker, I have sometimes been left to reason in
circles trying to furd out what the ending should be in order to know whether a verb
is descriptive or processive. Consider the examples below. Those in the group
(215a) behave differently from those in the group (215b):

(2I5)

yeyppu-

'exist'
'be pretty'

yeyppu-ta

sokha-

'belong to'

sokha-ta

'know'

a-nta
kaci-nta
tullí-nta

a" iss-

b.alIcacï

tulli-

'havg'
'be audible'

iss-ta
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These verbs are commonly classified as stative. Using RRG we can make further
distinctions within the states. ln my data, the stative predicæes which ¡zke -ta

exhibit the following types of logical strucnres:

(216)

a- single-argument states:

i.ts- 'exist' LS: exist' (x)
phikonha-'tired' LS: tired' (x)
b. two-argument states representing pure location:

iss- 'be somewhere' be-LOC' (x, Y)
c. two-afgument states which take only one macrorole:

i-'be'LS: be' (x, Y) [MRl]
clea¡ ttrat Korean predicates are sensitive to differences in logical sûucturc.
Consider the following examples. The (a) examples are simple states, whereas ffie
(b) examples are logically more complex. When the simple stæe predicate assumes
another sense with a more complex togical stnrcture this is reflecæd in ttre verb

It

seæms

ending.

(2t7)

a Yengswu-nun

state: be'

chincelha-ta.

[(kind'(x)]

Yengswu-ToP kind-DEC
'Yengswu is kind.'

b.Wuli-to

chincelhay-ya.ha-nta

activity:

do' [(x) [be.kind'] (x)l)l

we-also kind-must.be-DEC
'We too must be kind.'

(218)

a-

Nal-i

palk-ta.

day-NOM

bright-DEC

state: be'

[(bright' (x)]

'The day is bright.'
b.

Nat-i

palk-nunta.

accomplishment:

day-NOM bright-DEC
'It is dawning.' 'The day gets bright.'

BECOME bright'(x)

On the other hand, when a complex predicate is stativized with the verb
too, shows up in the verb form:

(2t9) a.Ku-nun theylleypi-lul

he-TOP

television-ACC
'He watches the television.'

po-nta.
watch-DEC

lisø

this,
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po-ko.iss-ta.

he-TOP television-ACC

see-PROG-DEC
'He is watching the television.'

Based on this limited data, my hypottresis is that the ending -¡a is used

with simple

states that a¡e M-intransitive. Verbs with complex logical structures get this ending

when they enter a nuclea¡ juncture with the verb iss-. To firnher investigate these
endings is out of the scope of this study. The point, however, is that the tools in
RRG allow a deeper analysis of the problem. More work, however, is needed to
develop practical guidelines how to adapt the tests to new languages.

4.3.6.2. Chinese

The RRG approach to Chinese predicaæs has been discussed by Fu (1996). The
tests below a¡e hers, with some changes and additions prompted by the latest version of the theory (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997):

1.
2.

Occurs with progressive marker

z¿ài

Occurs with adverbs ltke qiángliè de 'vigorously' , mëngliè de 'frercely'

jîjí de' actively',

,

etc.

3.
45.
6.

Occurs with X de màn'slowly' andX de kaâí 'quickly'

Table

XVI. Tests for prcdicate classification in Chinese

Occurs wíth yl xiãoshí'one hour', or huã'spend'
Occurs withyi xiãoshí nèi'tnan hour'
Has acausative paraphrase

lWhen applying these criteria to ttre Chinese sample text, my success raþ was approximaæly the same as with the Korean predicates. Altogether 64 predicates were

Of the remaining 50
problem.
presented
were
classified
and
half
some
kind
of
predicates, half
tested. Of them 14 occurred mo¡e than once in the same sense.

fashêng
happen

le
PFV

wënyl

accomplishment

plague

LS: BECOME exist' (x).

'there occurred a plague in an a¡ea,'

méi

rén

not.exist person
'there were not enough people'

state

LS: NOT exist' (x)
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activity
LS: do'(x, [bury' (x, y)])

le

bury PFV
'to bury them.'

2- Yöa
exist

rén
person

statc

LS: exist'(x)

'Therc were peoplc'
shuõ

activiry

sy

LS: do'(x, [express' (*, y)])
tMR-U

'who said:'

yöu gc

Rú-l,é li

yãoguài

state

Ru-¡iver inside exist CL goblin

LS: be-at' (x, y)

'There is a goblin in the Ru river.'

juéxin

achievement

decidÊ

LS:

'who decided'
chtúluùi.

ca¡aadlÞ active acomplishment

remove evil

LS:

'get rid of the evil'

state

skill

LS: great'(x)

bie
'tbe skills were grcat'

qiú

shî.
pursue teacher
'and ask (thc celestial being) to become his tcacher.'

gëi le

[do'(x,0) CAUSE

IBEæMENCfIexist' (y)l

4a. bënllng tài dà

7c.

INGR do'(x, [decided'
(x, y)l) [MRIJ

tã yî M

Give PFV bÊ

or¡e

CL

bãoji,àn

causative accomplishment

doublc-cdged sword

LS:

'He gave hirn adoublc-edged sword.'

kèhi

n¿ú

assiduously

study skill

activity
LS: do' (x, [pursue' (x, y)])

[do' (x,0) CAUSE
IBECOME have'(2, y)

activity
LS: do' (x, [study' (x, y)])

bënling.

'assiduously pracrice skills'
9a.

Dòn le

dì-èr

nùán

jiú

yuè
nine month
'Then came the Ninth Day of the Ninrh Montb
thc second year'

accomplishment

anive PFV sccond year

b.

rtáwen

duì Huénjíng

LS: BECOME be-at'(x)

of

say

activity
LS: do'(x, [express' (x, y)])

'the celestial being said ro Huanjing,'

& hear'(x, y) [MR-U

celestial.bcint

to

Huanjing

shuõ

llh.zhõí le xi¿ zlìûy,I
pick PFV some modicinal.comel

yèzi
leaf

'he picked some leaves of medicinal comcl'

causative accomplishment

LS: [do'(x, [pick']) CAUSE
IBECOME have' (x, y)
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a

ii,ù,

chrysanthemum wine

CAUSE
IBECOME bave'(x, y)

causative accomplishment

bìng.

LS: [do'(x,0)

'and prevent illness.'

bå
BA

LS: [do'(x,0)

bonle of chrysanthemum wine'

prevent illness

llb.

causative accomplishment

[S

EC0ME

l€T

CAUSE
cx

ist'

(x, y)

xiónren

de

hu'à

causative accomplishment

celestial.being

GEI{

words

LS: [do'(x, [express'
(a).to. (9) (x, y)l) CAUSE

'(he) told everybody'

IBECOME auare.of (y, z)

wherey=p,z=ct

le daiiã.
tell PFV everybody

gàosu

'what the celestial being had said.

rén yî

piàn, causative accomplishment
gëi néi
zhúyú yèzi
comel leaf diseibure give every p€rson one CL LS: [do'(x [distr¡bute' (x,y)])
CAUSE IBECOME
'he gave everybody one comel

l}.bã

fen

BA

leaf'

have' (x, y)l

bí
lÍcii:ti qì ci
wine vapor pierce nose
'the vapor of the wine piercing his nose'

d. nóngnóng

heavy

dc
CSC

zhúyú xiãngwèi shf
comel smell make

causative achievement

LS: do'(x,0)

CAUSE

INGR pierced'(y)
causative accomplishment

LS: do'(x,0)

CAUSE

'(and) the heavy smell of themedicinal comel made'

IBECOME afraid'(x,)
& NOT do'(x,
[approach' (x)]) A

ta bù gãn l<,òo iìn.
it no¡ dae get.near close

BECOME close' (x)l)l

'him aftaid of going close.'

l9o.tóu chã zhúyti
head put.on comel
c.

yè,

causative accomplishment

leaf
'put comel leaves on their heads,'

LS: [do'(x,0)

dênggão

active accomplishment.

climb.high
'they climb high.'

LS: do'(x, [climb' (x)]) &

CAUSE

IBECOMEbeon' (x, y)]

BECOME high'(x)

'When testing the predicates, my main problem was testing what appears to be accomplishments. Accomplishments afe suPposed to be compatible with the progtessive form but many of the so-called resultative compounds are ungmmmatical when
the marker zâi is added to them. For example:
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(220)

a-

Tia

f-an-guò ¡

zuò

he cross-pass several CL

169

gão

shãn
high mountain

'He crossed several high mountains'
b.

*T-a

zìt

he

PROG cross-pass

Fan-guò

Jt

several

zuò

gão

CL high

shan

mountain

'He crossed several high mountains'
According

10

some schola¡s, there is no such class as accomplishments in Chinese.

Forexample,Tai(1984,cited in Fu 1996) bases his view on two facts: ttre use of
two verbs to convey the process-endpoint semantics, and the ungrammaticality of
z¡ìi in these compounds. Fu (1996) rejects this view and argues thæ resultative
compounds do represent accomplishments. The fìrst verb in the compound ex-

activþ, whereas the second verb conveys the outcome. It is this latter
component that is incompatible with zâi. h the 1997 version of the RRG theory,
some fr¡rther decomposition of accomplishments has taken place. Now causation is
not necessa¡ily part of accomplishment semantics (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997).
presses an

As my data illustrates, accomplishments can be expressed without combining two
verbs. Let us, however, consider some resultative compounds:

(22t)
xué-hão

lit. 'study-good'

'leam','mastef'

In tbis compound, the first verb describes an ongoing situation. The endpoint that is
necessary for accomplishments, is provided by the second verb. As this verb
describes a state,

it is incompatible wittr zài. The compound as a whole, however,

describes a complex process, not an unchanging søte:

(222\

Tia yij-rng xué hão kèwén te
he already study good texr PFV/CRS
'He has alrcady mastered the text'

do'(x, [study' (x, y)]) BECOME good' (y)
There is also another type of resultative compound that, besides not accepting zâi,
also presents a further problem. In this kind of a compound, the second verb is a
punctual achievement:

(223)

bìng sí

lit.'sick-die'

'die of sickness'
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As Van Valin and l¿Polla (1997: 106) mention, a verb that in one language is
durative may be punctual in another. The English verb die is durative, while the
Chinese equivalent is punctual. This fact has consequences for the analysis of
resultative compounds. Not all of them are accomplishments, as Fu (1996) seems to
assume. Instead, a subcategory of them fits the achievements class:

(224)

a-

T-a bìng-si le
'he sickdie PFV

achievement

'He died of sickness.'

[sick' (x)] & INGR die' (x)
b.

shã-si yãoguài
kill-die goblin
'kill

causative active achievement

the goblin'

[do'(x,0)]

CAUSE INGR dead' (y)l

Observe ttrat the achievement n QZaù goes back to a state, whereas the one in
(224b) goes back to an activity. The present version of RRG does not explicitly

posit such a distinction. However, the Mandarin data at hand suggests that
distinguishing these tlvo types of achievements is motivated. They could be called
achievement and active achievement to show the parallelism with accomplishments
ttrat similarly fall into two basic rypes.

It is not surprising if simila¡ phenomena will be attested in other East-Asian
is a common phenomenon in them. At the sarne

languages. Verb compounding

time, states of affain thæ t¡'pically a¡e coded as non-punctual in English, a¡e often
punctual in them. In section 4-3.6-1. we sa\ry some examples of such verbs in Korean (see also Yang 1994). Simila¡ findings are rcported for Manda¡in (Fu 1996) and
Japanese (Hasegawa 1992;1996, cited in Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 106).
The procedure of analyzing predicates with the help of a language consultant,
illusnated a couple of points worth mentioning. When testing the predicates, the
naúve speaker may hesitate over what the result of a particular test should be.
Sometimes my language consultant first gave me one answer but then, after a
moment's thinking and slight rephrasing, changed his judgement and gave another

with the verb fãsheng 'occur', the answer to the test 4, was
first No but became Yes after he thought of adding the word y-rying 'alrcady':
ans\¡/er. For example,

(225)

nÈ ge
this CL

wênyì yijing fãshëng le sãn ge yuè
plague already occuning PFV three CL month

'This plague has been occurring already for three months.'
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Sometimes the language consultant accepted several clauses as gmrnmatical without
mentioning that the sense was not the same through the whole set of tests. Problems like these illusnate the kind of difficulties there may be when begiruring field-

work in a new language.
Anatyzing a language that one is in the process of leaming and relying on a
mother-tongue speaker's intuition has its complications. On top of that, tlrere a¡e
questions dealing with methods and procedures such as: l) Can arguments be
moved to another position? 2) What kind of items can be legitimately added to make

3) How can we make sure that the meaning of the
verb in the manipulated clause stays the same through the whole series of tests? As
example (225) reveals, I have accepted some changes in the test clauses: a postverbal NP can move to a preverbal position, an adverb like 'already' ca¡r be added
to the clause, and a time expression may be changed so ttrat it desc¡ibes a longer
periodof timethan'one hour'. More work on methodological issues would facilia rest clause sound acoeptable?

tate the application of the theory on

lifle known languages.

Research is also called for in the a¡ea of language-specific adaptations

of

the

tests. The whole a¡ea of resultative compounds was rather complex because the test

results were not always consistent. The tests should encompass the possibility of
there being two different types of achievement predicates in a language, those with
an underlying state and those with an underlying activity. My hope is tÌ¡at ñ¡rttrer
research can propose a set of altemative tests to be applied in cases when the
progressive ma¡ker fails.
The system of lexical decomposition provides a sophisticated tool for analyzing predicate meaning even in cases where the meaning turns out to be made of
components not usually assumed to occur together. The syntactic tests a¡e valuable
in a language like Chinese where changes in meaning can occur without visible

of applying the tests to Chinese demonis applicable also to the isolating languages of Easr Asia.
However, more work on developing guidelines for applying it in praaical fieldwork situations is needed. When adapting the tests and applying them with a nafive
speaker there were frequent occasions when it was not obvious what kind of
signals in the surface form. The exercise
strates ttrat ttre theory

modifications can or should be made.
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4.4. GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS
The RRG approach to grammatical relations is quite different f¡om tt¡e approaches
discussed in Chapter 3. Grammatical relations are not taken to be linguistic primi-

tives. They can be manifested in different ways in different languages. Moreover,
there may even be languages without grammatical relations. To investigate grammatical relations in a given language it is necessary to recognize what other relations
need to be considerei in an analysis. A language may have:

(226)

grammaticalrelations
semantic relations
pragmatic relations.

like subject and object
like agent and patient
like topic and focus

It is assumed that every language has a¡ least semantic relations. V/e will therefore

staÍ by having a look at this cornmon basis.

4.4.1 Actor and undergoer

In section 4.3.3. dealing with tansitivity, we saw that RRG operates with two
generalized semantic relations, actor and undergoer. These are derived from logical

structurcs and subsume several more specific relations. (Van Vatin and I¡Polla
1997: 139-147.) A question that was not addressed in ttnt context was how these
macroroles a¡e deærmined. Consider the following examples:

(227)

(U) was happy.
b. The house (U) bumed.
c. The door (A) squeaks.
d.Mary (A) is dancing.
a- Sam

LS: be happy'(Sarn)
LS: burn' (house)
LS: do' (x ) [squeak' (door)]
LS: do' (x ) [dance' (Mary)]

The single argument of an intransitive verb can be eilher actor or undergoer. The
macrorole ttrat is assigrred to it can be deduced from ttre logical structur€ of the
predicate. A predicate which contains do' (x... in its logical structure has actor as
fhe macrorole. Others take an undergoer as the macrorole.

With transitive verbs, one of the Írguments becomes the actor whereas another
is assigned the undergoerrole. The choice is not at random but can be presented as
a hierarchy:

4. Rote ¡¡vo n¿r¿nENcE

UNDERGOER

ACTOR

Arg. of

lst arg. of

lst arg. of

2nd arg.

DO do'(x.,.

pred' (x, y)

pred' (x, y)

pred'(x)

Table
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of

Arg. of state

XVII. Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy

The x argument ah¡/ays has priority over the y a¡gument for actorhood. For undergoers, the primary choice is the single argument of a state predicate, or the y argument of a two-argument predicate. The arrows indicate increasing ma¡kedness

realization of an argument

¿rs

of

macrorole. (Van Vaiin and LaPolla 7997: 127, 144-

146.)

IVhat about verbs that are called ditansitive in other theories? They can have
three arguments in their logical stn¡cturc: e.g. give do' (x, 0) CAUSE [BECOME
have' (y, z)1. In section 4.3.4., we saw that the maximum number of macroroles is

two. The choice of actor does not present a problem. There a¡e simply never two
possible candidates for the actor role simultaneously present in the logical stn¡cture.
With ttre undergoer the situation is different. Both the y and the z a¡gument may
potentially become a macrorole:

(228) a Mary

gave the book to Pat.

b.Mary gave Pat the book.

undergoer = y a¡'gument the book
undergoer = z arg.Jmefi Pat

The RRG position is ttrat semantically there a¡e only two macroroles. The undergoer is the most affecæd entity. The example (?28a) represents the default choice

with the y argument as the undergoer. In (228b), we have the marked choice z
argument appearing as the undergoer. If the language or the verb in question allows
this kind of va¡iation, it is up to the speaker to choose which participant to present
as the most affected by the action.

In (228a), the non non-macrorole core axgument

(i.e. Pat) is coded as an oblique core argumenl This is the unmarked choice. The
example (228b) represents the ma¡ked choice; both Pa¡ (macrorole) and the book
(non-macrorole core argument) are treated as direct core arguments.
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4.4.2. Neutralization of semantic relations
When studying grammatical processes, we will basically find th¡ee different types
of situations. One possibility is that a construction is open for any semantic argument. That means ttrat tt¡e language has an un¡estricted neutralization of semantic
relations in that constuction. Altematively, it could be ttrat one type of semantic
argument alone is acceptable in a construction. In that case there is a restiction but
no neutralization. Both of these situations can be accounted for in semantic te[ns.

for synøctic purposes is it necessary to postulate grammatical relations to account fo¡ the phenomenon. Van Valin

Only

if

a language has restricted neutralization

and LaPolla (1997: 250-252) illustrate this using English subject-verb agreement.

(229)

a-

The cat (A) runs.

b.The cats (A) run.

3rd person singular
3rd person plural

This pair of clauses does not reveal what exactly prompts the agreement between
the verb and the NP. It could be that the verb agrces with what is commonly called
the subject of the clause. Or, it might be that the agreement is triggered by the
semantic role of the NP, which in both clauses is an actor. To exclude the latter
possibility, it is necessary to find an example where the subject is not an actor and
see what happens.

(23O)

a-

The dog (U) dies

b. The dogs (U) die

Here the subject of both clauses is an undergoer and, yet, the verb still agrees wittr

it. Now it is clea¡ ttrat the phenomenon is not sensitive to a certain semantic relation.
It is, however, necessary to exclude one more possibility: the crucial relation could
be pragmatic. The subject in English normally coincides with the topic. In each of
the examples so far the subject has simultaneously been ttre topic of the sentence.
To demonstrate that agreement is not associated with topichood, an example is
needed where the subject is not the topic but the verb still agrees with it This
requirement is satisfied below:

(231)

a-

Who is winning the ball game?

b.

The Giants are (*is) winning.
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We can conclude ttrat predicate agrcement is based'neither on semantic nor
pragmatic roles, but on the syntactic notion of subject. Most languages have grammæical relations. English being one of them. In some languages, however, it appears that there is no motivation for postulating grammatical relations. Examples
mentioned in Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:. 260) include Archi, Acehnese,
Kannada, Manipuri, and Classical Tibetan.

4.4.3. Cross-linguistic diversity
It is possible tha¡ two languages have grammatical relations but the neutralizations
in them are not the same. Let us distinguish the single argument of an intransitive
verb (S), the actor of a ransitive verb (A), and the undergoer of a transitive verb
@. Grammatical relations correspond to va¡ious combinations of these fr¡nctionsIn accusative languages like English, the difference between S and A has been

ïhe U, on the other hand, constitutes
'di¡ect
the grammatical relation
object'. In so-called accusative languages this
shows up in the nominative marking of S/A and the accusative marking of U. In
ergative language, the grouping is different. S and U are marked with absolutive
case, while A receives ergative marking.
Besides ttris fundamental distinction, a closer examination may reveal fu¡ther
differences. The single argument of a¡r inransitive verb can be either A or U, e.g.
Mary (A) danced vs. Mary (U) was sick. This difference is neutralized in the fi¡nction commo¡¡ly called subject. In addition, the English subject neuralizes the A/U
opposition for transitive verbs in the passive voice. This is not possible in Enga (a
Papuan language) or Warlpiri (a language of Australia), even though they both have
an S/A subject like English. In thenl the neutalization applies to intransitive verbs
alone; a transitive clause must always have the actor argument as the subject.
Hence, two languages which both have a syntactic subject may differ in the kind(s)
neutralized, and the relation is called 'subject'.

of neutralization this notion encompasses.

4.4.4. Controllers and pivots
In section 4-4.2. we saw lhat verb agreement in English is syntactically controlled
by the argument bearing the subject grammatical relation. A similar procedure could
be conducted when examining cross-referencing or simple reflexivization. These
are core-intemal phenomena and if a language has any of them, there will be a controller for them. The basic options for different types of controllers a¡e summarized
below:
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the agreement has

there is
Neutralization of semantic roles + restrictions
Restrictions on semantic roles butno neuralization

syntactic conroller
semantic controller
pragmatic controller

Restictions on pragmatic relations
Table XVIIL Controllers: different possibilities

Simila¡ principles appty also to complex constn¡ctions involving multiple cores or
clauses. In them, the question is whæ explains which argument is omitted: semantic
relation, synøctic relations, or a¡e there no restrictions? The coreferential argument
that gets deleted in a complex constn¡ction is called the pivot of the consm¡dion.
Considerthe example below (adapted from Van Valin and LaPolla L997:-?J2).

lLto run.
b. Susan wants A to eat a harnburger.
c. Susan wants U to be taller.

(232) a

Susan wants

d. *Susan doesn't want the police to axrest
e. Susan doesn't

want

U

U

to be arrested by the police.

+ Susan runs in the park',
is omitted from the dependent part of tlre

These sentences couldbe paraphrased as 'Susan wanls

etc.

In each example, the second.S¿¿sa¿

sentence. Semantically, the omitted argument can be either actor or undergoer. This

shows that there is no constraint on the semantic role of the pivot. At the same time,
there is arestriction: it is not grammatical to omit the undergoer in sentence (232d).
That the restriction is syntactic can be seen from (232e): an NP can be omitted if it
is the syntactic subject. The sentence (232d) is incorrect because the omined argu-

is wrong is not the semantic role of the omitted
argument but its synøctic relationship. This shows ttrat the English want construction has a syntactic pivot.
If tlre omined argument must represent a certain semantic relation, then we a¡e
dealing with a semantic pivot. Finally, a constn¡ction may have a neutalization of

ment is an object. Hence, what

semantic relations but no restrictions.

In that case, there is no pivot. According

o

Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:293), WH-questions and topicalization are pivotless
in English. The situation with pivots is summarized below:
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If

a construction has
Neutralization of semanúc roles + resricdons
Restrictions but no neutralization
Neutralization of semantic roles but no restrictions

then there is
syntactic pivot
semantic pivot
no pivot

Table XIX. Pivots: different possibilities

It is important to notice ttrat controllen and pivots are constn¡ction specific. A
for one constn¡ction, a syntactic pivot for anconstruction.
Moreover, a complex consEuction may
a third
have both a cont¡oller ând a pivot. The controller is the matrix cofe argument which
is interpreted as being coreferential with the missing syntactic argument (= the
pivot) in the linked core. An English constuction that has a syntactic pivot and a
semantic controller isthe want consûr¡ction. As we saw in (232), the missing argument in the dependent core must be a syntactic subject. This is the pivot of the
construction. At ttre same time, tt¡e identification of this argument is bound by the
actor argument in the matrix core. The pivot must refer to the same entity as the A
in the matrix core. No undergoers or other arguments are allowed in the marix core
Thus, unlike the pivot, the controller for this construction is semantically motivated.
(Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:277-278-)
language may have a semantic pivot

other, and no pivot for

(233) MATRIX CORE

Susan

DEPENDENT CORE

wants to

controller
(always A)
(identifies the pivot)

runl be tallerl seel be seen.

pivot
(always subject)
(receives its referential interpretation

from the controller)

4.4.5. Comparison of traditional and RRG notions
In the RRG approach, the notions subject and object do not have any theoretical
status. They are used in this dissertation because I am comparing RRG with other
approaches. It is, however, important to remember that, in each language, subject
and object can poæntially encompass different blends of semantic, syntactic, and
discourse functions. In naditional approaches there is no clea¡ recognition of the
diversity of situations that has been subsumed under the terms subject and object.
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Moreover, taditional approaches, structuralist, and generæive approaches have
taken them to be universal syntactic categories that a¡e assumed to exist in every
language.

To deal with crosslinguistic diversity, RRG has decomposed the functions
commonly associated with subjects and objects into more primitive concepts.
Therefore the theory makes reference to concepts like core and non-core arguments,

direct vs. oblique core arguments, actor and undergoer, controller and pivot, privileged synøctic afgument, and topic. The notion of core argument accounts for
which arguments are required by the meaning of the verb. The terms d¿'rea vs.
oblique core argument refer to the surface marking of the arguments. The semantic
macroroles, actor and undergoer,capture the opposition of two entities. Controller
is what uiggers agreement or cross-referencing phenomena and binds the identificæion of omined arguments. Pivot is the omined ¿ìrgument in complex construcúons. tllre privileged syntactic arçument is a cover term for syntactic controllers and pivots. Finally, the term topic is used to refer to pragmatic relations.
Traditional gtammar ries to handle all of this by speaking of "subject" and "object".

4.4.6. Application
4.4-6.1. Korean

Let us start by using RRG tools to examine whether there is a grammatical relæion
that could be identified as 'the subject' in Korean. The texts give evidence ttrat ttrere

is a neutralization of semantic roles that includes both intransitive and mansitive
verbs. For example:

(234)
a- celmruri han

salam-i keleka-ko.iss-ess-ta S (=A) yields NOM
young.man one person- walk-PROGNOM PAST-DEC
'a young man was walking'

b.

censel-i

iss-ta

S (=U) yields NOM

legend-NOM exist-DEC
'there is a legend.'

c.

etten sunim-i pwulkong-ul tuli-ko.iss-ess-ta A yields NOM
certain monk- Buddhist mass- hold-PROG-

NOM ACC

PAST-DEC

'a monk was holding Buddhist masses'
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d.

soli-ka

U yields NOM

tul-li-ess-ta
sound-NOM hear-PASS-PAST-DEC
'a sound was heard'

The first core argument in these clauses is marked with the nominative pamcle -illca.
There a¡e good grounds to assume thæ this neutralization is restricted; no other
types of relations we¡e found to carry the nominative ma¡ker. It is also clear that

nominative marking is not niggered by discourse pragmatics because none of the
NPs is used to continue an already estâblished topic. On the contrary, they all
introduce a new participant or entity to the discourse. As there is a restricted
neunalization of semantic roles, I will conclude that there is evidence for the
grammatical relation which would be called 'subject' in other theories.
What other theories mean with 'di¡ect object' corresponds 1o an undergoer
argument of a transitive verb in RRG. It is this macrorole status that explains ttre
behavior of 'real direct objects' in various kinds of grammatical processes in
contrast to other NPs tt¡at may look the same but do not behave the same way. ln
the example texts, every undergoer of a tra¡rsitive verb is ma¡ked accusatively

(unless the sentence is in passive voice or the undergoer is topicalized)- This will
therefore be considered the default marking of an undergoer. There are, however,
also NPs which a¡e ma¡ked the same way but which are not undergoers. For them,

of semantic factors as well as
pragmatic conditioning. Below is an example of a sentence with a 'real direct
we would need to seek explanation from other kinds

object', i.e. an undergoer argument:

(235)

þolangi-kal

ku yein-ul

ttarig-€y

that woman-ACC ground-at
'(the tiger) pur the woman on the ground and...'

[tiger-NOM]

naylye.nohko-nun
put.down-and

I-et us now tum to honorific agreement in Korean. lVhat is it that controls the
honorific suffix -(z)si that is attached to predicate verbs or adjectives? Earlier liærature often used the term subject honorific suffix because it was assumed ttræ it is
the grammatical subject that determines when this suffix is used. rù/ith limiæd rlata
this may seem feasible. ln my texts therc are no instances tÌ¡at would conflict wittr
this assumption. For example, in the following sentence the predicate 'save'
appears to agree with the subject'Buddha':

(236) Pwuche-nim-i

sal-lye-cwu-si-ess-ulkka?

Buddha-HT-NOM Iive-CAUSE-BENEF-HON-PAST-Q
'Is it Buddha who saved [me]?'
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Elsewhere, howeve¡ we can find uses of this suffix which do not

cha¡acterization (e.g. Sohn 1994: 371). The following example

fit the common
is from Yang

(199a):

(237) Kim-sensayng-nim-i/eykey Cyon-i mwusewu-si-ta.
Kim-teacher-HT-NOM/DAT John-NOM fear-HON-DEC
'Teacher Kim fea¡s John.'
Here it is not ttre subject 'John' which makes the honorific suffix to appear in the
predicate but it is the experiencer 'teacher Kim' at the beginning of the sentence.

Yang (199a) and Park (1995) have analyzed Korean honorific agreement from an
RRG point of view and come to the conclusion that the agreement is semantically
conditioned. The predicaæ agrces with the highest ranking semantic role in the actor
end of the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy. 'Teacher Kim' as an experiencer ranks
higher than 'John', a theme, and thus becomes the target of agreement.2S We have
restrictions on semantic roles but no neutralization. Consequently, there is a semantic controller of the honorific sufFx in Korean.

It has been claimed that the situation with reflexivization is similar to honorific
agreement. Both Yang (1994) and Pa¡k (1995) suggest tha¡ it, too, is triggered by
the highest ranking case holder with respect to the Actor end of the hierarchy. The
example below seems to accord with this characterization (adapted from Yang
1994):

(238)

John-i/-eykey

Mary-ka
Cyon-NOM/-DAT Meyli-NOM

[caki,-uy
self -GEN

nwuitongsayng-pota] mwusep-ta
younger.sister

-than

fea¡-DEC

'Johnfea¡s Mary more than hisyounger sister.'
* 'John fears Mary more than heryounger sister.'

In my dat4 there a¡e five examples of reflexivization. [n each of them, ttre a¡rtecedent is an actor. Sohn (1994: 151-152), however, provides a set of examples that
do not wholly conform to the pattem:

(239) a Yongho-nun Minca-eyke caki chayk-ul

ponay-ss-ta.

Yongho-TOP Minca-DAT self book-ACC send-PAST-DEC
i. 'Yongho sent Minca Yongho's book.' (primary meaning)
ii. 'Yongho sent Minca Minca's book.' (secondary meaning)
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llmin-ul

caki pang-eyse ttayli-ess-ø

Yongho-TOP Ilmin-ACC self

room-at

hit-PAST-DEC

i. 'Yongho hit llmin in Yongho's room.' (primary meaning)
ii. 'Yongho hit Ilmin in llmin's roôm.' (secondary meaning)
These examples can be interpreted in two ways. The primary reading is to have the

actor as the antecedent of the reflexive, but an altemæive interpretation is also
possible. This is not quite the same thing as neutralization of semantic roles. Rather,
it seems ttrat tl¡ere is a restriction of semantic roles, but it is preferred rather than
absolute.

Next, let us consider a cross-clausal constn¡ction and examine the dependent
clause ending -mye. The first question is: What is ttre omitted Íugument, i.e. the
pivot, in fhis constructions? There a¡e 9 occurrences of -mye tn my deta. The missing argument occurs in the matix core, i.e. in the final clause. In each case it is a
semantic actor; Fof example:

(240)

a-

Enen sunim-i

honcase cel-ul

cikhi-mye

certain monk-NOM alone temple keep-while
'A monk was keeping the temple alone'

b. A yelsimhi pwulkong-ul

tuli-ko.iss-ess-ra
Buddhist mass-ACC hoId-PROG-PAST-DEC
'and holding the Buddhist masses eamestly.'

eariestly

kr the light of my limiteddata, it looks like the omitted argumenr must be an actor.
If this proves to be the case more generally, then there is no neuralization, only a
restriction. In that case, the pivot of the +rrye consm¡cdon is semantic in nature.
Furthermore, both clauses must refer to the same referent which, at least in my dat4
is also an actor. That would mean that ttre pivot is bound by the actor argument in
the previous clause and there is a semantic controller in this constr¡ction.
Some constn¡ctions in Korean appear to be pivotless. One of them is relativization. In my data, I have examples involving relativization on actor, undergoer,
inst¡ument, and reason. Sohn (1994: 67-68) and Bak (1981: 390) give fuirl¡er examples involving relative clauses where the head is goal, location! or source.

(241) a [caki-uy sayngmyeng-ul kwuhay-cwu-si-n]
self-GEN

life-ACC

sunim

save-BEN-HON-MD monk

'the monk who saved her life'

A
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[mok-eyse ppaynay-n] kes
th¡oat-from pull.out-MD thing

U

'the thing that was pulled out from its throat'
c.

[nay-ka taninun]

kyohoy

I-NOM

church

go-MD

goal

'the church I go to'

d.[nay-ka

I-NOM

kongpwuha-nun]

tosekwan

study-MD

library

location

'the library where I study'
e.

[Nami-ka kimchi-lul sse-n] khat
Nami-NOM pickle-ACC cut-MD knife

instrument

'the knife with which Nami cut the pickle'
e.

[Cyon-I casalha-n] ku
John-NOM commit suicide ttnt

reason

iyu
reason

'the reason why John commined suicide'

f.

[CyonJ ton-ul

pilli-n] i

unhayng

source

John-NOM money-ACC borrowMDthis bar¡k
'this bank from which John borrowed money'
My conclusion is that the RRG concepts seem to account well for g¡ammatical and
other relations in Korean. The findings based on my data, which a¡e of course only
æntarive, a¡e summarized below:

.
o
o
o

subject: the restricted neutralization involves S/A and U in the passive
constuction

the honorifïc sufïïx -si-: semantic controller
the -mye construction: semantic pivot and semantic controller
relativization: pivotless

4.4.6.2. Chinese

In Chinese, it is difficult to find evidence which would support ttre posnrlation of
garnmatical relations.I-et us consider subjects first. The following sentences illustaæ the actor and the undergoer arguments in intransitive and transitive constn¡ctions.
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(242)

a.

le

tã lái

A of intr. clause

3sg come CRS
'the goblin will again come out'

b.

tã sí le
3sg

die

U of intr.

clause

PFV

'this tree is going to fall'

c.

yi

tiáo

one

CL

d. wõ

de

shé yão åù le r^ de wéiba A of tr. clause

snake bite block ASP
'a snake bit its tail' (LG: lb)

I

he

GEN tail

cõngming d<iu fãng zai yi ge dàizi li, U of a tr. clause
GEN inelliçnce all put be¿t one Clbag inside

'my intelligence is all in a bag'
lit. 'my intelligence is all put in

a bag'

(IB: 9a)

There does not seem to be any difference in morphosyntactic coding based on what
kind of argument the clause has been built a¡ound. Intransitive or transitive, built
a¡ound the actor or the undergoer, the subject candidate looks the same. Notice also
that the verb in (242d) is not in the passive form though the literal translaúon may

give that impression. Manda¡in does not need a passive constn¡ction to let the
undergoer to appear at the beginning of the clause. Compare:

(243) a wd

dài l

le

I

bring come ASP
'I brought that bag.'

b.

nà ge

¡tàizi jîntiãn
ttrat CL bag today

nà de

dàiz¡

that GEN

bag

méi yõu
not have

dai

rái.

bring

come

'that bag is not with me today' (IB: 9b)

Also further neutralizations are possible. Besides the examples already cited, tlre
texts indicate that clauses can be built a¡ound a recipient or a location NP:

(244)

a.

Wõ

I
'I

zhrtug

chü

yi

tiáo

xin

wéiba la!

grow come.out one CL new tail

have grown a new tail.' (LG: 21d)

PRT

recipient
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yidài de
xiangcun lashëng le wênyì location
Runan area ASSOCvillage occcur PFV plague
'there was a plague in the Runan a¡ea' (OD: 1)

b. Rriná¡r

a subject in Chinese, we could not appeal to any kind of
special marking of it, nor could we define a distinctive set of semantic relations that
only the subject can have. Mandarin also lacks verbal agreement morphology,

If we were to posûlate

where such a notion could potentially play a role.
The siruation is similar with direct objects. No special marking phenomena are

with undergoer arguments but a variety of NPs can appear after the
predicate without any kind of adpositions. This was illustræed in Chapter 3. The
behavioral differences these complements manifest can be accounted for with the
RRG notions core vs. non-core a¡gument and macrorole (i.e. undergoer) vs. nonassociated

macrorole status. These are, of course, semantic rather than syntactic, notions.

V/e will therefore tum to referential propenies, staning with conjoined active
voice transitive clauses. What constrains the occunence of zero pronouns in them?
ln English, only coreferential actors can be deleted. No such constraint is found in
Chinese, however. lnstead, any argument of a conjoined structure can be omitted,
regardless of its semantic role. The example below is from Van Valin and LaPolla
(1997:260):

(24s)
a. Xião göu zõu dào shãn

nèi ge rén jiù kanjian
mountain bottom ùat CL person then saw

dxià

le U .

dog walk to
'The little dog went downhill and was seen by the man.'

little

b. Nä ge r&r zÕ¡ db sMn dhtà jiù A kàtjih le xião gó:.
tÌtst CL p€rson walk to mo¡ntain bctom ttpn s¿w PFV lirle dog
'The man went downhill and saw the little dog.'
There a¡e many similar examples in my data which give further support to the
generalization that there is unrestricted neutralization of semantic roles in crossclause coreference:

(246)

a-

Tla dàiling

rénmen A

dêng-shang

le fit¡n

de

he lead person-PlUR climb-ascend PFV nearby ASSOC
'He led the people (and) climbed'
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yî zuò gão shãn.
one CL high mountain
'to the top of
b.

a high

mounøin in the vicinity.'

rén miíi U le.
die NML person many CSC all not.exist person bury PFV
si de rén duõ de

dóu

méi

'so many people died that there we¡e not enough people to bury

them'

It seems that relæivization is open for
any semantic role and hence there is no pivot for this constn¡ction in Manda¡in. In

The situation is similar with relativization.

my data all the examples aÍe on relativized undergoers, but it is also possible to
relæivize on an actor, a locative, a goal, a benefactive, an instrument, and a possessor, as the following data from Li and Thompson (1989: 581-583) illustrate:
(247)
a- (tã)

bã Uiè wéiba del shì gàosu le mãma
3sg BA borrow tail REL affair tell PFV mother
'(he) told Mother about bonowing

a

Undergoer

tail' (LG: 19)

yÍng de] rén
today win REL person

Actor

b. ftinti-an

'the people who won today'

c.

xiüli shui
repair water

gu¡änzi

de

jùzi

Instrument

pipe REL saw

'ffre saw with which to repair the water pipe'

d. Zhãngsãn

huà huà,r de

fángiiãn

Location

4rangsan paint painting REL

room
'the room where Zrangsan does his painting'

e.

lian
practice

zúqiú de ¡jié
soccer REL season

Time

the season when one practices soccer

f.

w<j'

l¡ái zhèr de

I

come

here REL

yu¡ángu

reason

'the reason why I came here'

Reason
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AIso marix coding is free of restrictions in Mandarin. Van Valin and I-aPolla
(1997:262):

(248)

a-

Lisì mãi le
seem Lisi buy PFV

Hãoxià'ng

'It
b.

seems

chézi.

vehicle

Lisi bought the ca¡'.

Lisì hãoxiang mãi le
Lisi seem buy PFV

chêzi.

vehicle

'Lisi seems to have bought the ca¡'.
c.

Lisì mãi
vehicle seem Lisi buy
Chêzi

hãoxiàng

le.

PFV

'The car seems Lisi to have bought'.
According to Van Valin and LaPolla (1997:263) no constn¡ction has been found in
Manda¡in that exhibits restricted neuùalization of semantic roles for syntactic pr¡rposes. I-aPolla (1995, cited in Van Valin and I¿Polla 1997:260) argues that the
relevant relations in Mandarin Chinese are pragmatic (topic - comment) rathe¡ than
syntactic or semantic. My data supports ttrese claims. It seems that Chinese can be
added to the list of languages which do not require the postulation of grammatical
relations.

4.5. BASIC REFERENCE TRACKING
Syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic ¡elations a¡e relevant also in reference tracking.
In this section, I will investigate them by looking at topic chains. A topic chain is

asetof clauses referring to a topical participant. A usual way languages indicaæ a
topic chain is to intoduce ttre topical participant at the beginning of the chain and
then refer back to it by means of pronouns or ze¡o. In some languages, chains of
zero pronouns a¡e resticted and occur only within sentence bounda¡ies. In others,
chains of zero pronouns may extend over long süetches of text.
Section 3.2,.4.1. demonstrated that English, Korean, and Chinese differ considerably in the a¡ea of participant reference. Of the three languages, Korean appeared
to be the most dimcult to account for using ea¡lier approaches to grammar. In this
section I wilt apply RRG conceps to the Chinese and Korean stories. The focus is
on determining ttre basic system of reference tracking.
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4.5.1. Various types

of reference'tracking

systems

We a¡e thus concerned with participant reference across clauses. According to Van
Valin a¡rd LaPolla (1997: 285-290), there appear to be certain basic systems
languages use to monitor coreference in discourse. These a¡e switch function,
switch reference, and the use of multiple distinct third-person refening expressions.
A given tangUage may make use of one or more of these systems. In addition,
inference has been mentioned as a system that would be typical for languages in
Southeast and East Asia (Foley and Van Valin 1984: 322-324). As Korean and
Chinese have both been claimed to rely on inference in tt¡eir reference tracking, this
deserves some special attention in my study.

In switch funcúon systems ¡eference tracking happens through a variable syntactic pivot. Constn¡ctions can be built either around ü¡e actor or around ttre undergoer and tracing back in discourse goes from one pivot to another. This is the
sysrem English uses. The subject is the pivot around which clauses are built and
antecedents arc traced from subject to subject. When the actor is the pivot, the
predicate is in active voice. If the undergoer is the pivot, this is signaled by the
passive form of the predicate. (Foley and Van Valin 1984: 108-124, Van Valin and

LaPolla 1997:285-287.) Consider the example below (adapæd from Brown and
Yule 1986: 130):
(24e)

a- The prime minister stepped off the plane.

b. She was immediately surrounded

by joumalists.

PMT

= actor
PIVOT = undergoer

Observe how the passive form allows the NP príme minister to stay topical in
clause (249b). An active clause, on the other hand, would have intemrpted the topic
chain raising the expecøtion that the new topic is going to &, the iournalisrs. E.g.

(250) a The prime minister
b.

stepped down from the plane.

Journalists immediately surrounded her.

c. They wanted to know...

The second system, switch reference, is found mainly in verb-final languages. ln
ttris strategy, the verbal morphology indicates whether the subject (pivot) in two
subsequent clauses are the same or different. Van Valin and l¿Polla (1997: 287)
illustrate this with an example from Zuni. In the sentence below, fhe verb ending
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-nan signals that the pivot in the following clause is going to be the same as in the
present clause, whereas the suffix -p shows that ttre pivot is going to be different:

(2sl) An lelo-nal kwin

his box-at
an-alt-u-nan

I te'ci-nan lelo-nan 0 ¡
anive-SAMEbox-inside

kwato-p

-..[

2

enter-DIFF

iteh-k'aia-kae.

-0- 2
indirective-be.closed-CAUsE-SAME throw-rive-PAST
'He¡

came

to where the box was lying; he¡ entered the box and
and 0 2 threw it into ttre river.'

he2

(ttre other) closed it for him¡

In some languages the strategy is to use multiple distinctions

¿ìmong third-person

referring expressions. One possibility is to rank the third person referents according
to ttrei¡ topicality. This is known as proximate vs. obviate marking. The most
topical participant is marked differently from all the others. Another possibility is
that reference works through i¡ùerent properties of the referents. In Indo-European
languages NPs a¡e typically classified according to animacy or sex. ln others, such
as the Bantu languages, the classification is more complicated and has nothing to do
with gender or sex. English uses a simple version of noun classification besides its
pdmary system. Noun classification in English is typically used to code non-pivot
coreference. Elements of the same class can be interpreted as coreferential.

(252)

John decided to talk to Mary about her dog because he was tired of
seeing

it in his garden.

Finally, it has been claimed ttrat in some languages reference tracking is based on
inference. In many of the languages of Southeast and Fast Asia it seems that
coreference is not directly deducible from the linguistic form (Foley and Van Valin
1984; Huang 1994; Yang 1994). [n them, zero pronouns are a prevalent phenomenon. To identify the correct antecedent of omitæd NPs speakers use semantic
information and their cultural and real-world knowledge, or other indirect means.
When examining the example texts, I have anempted to see how much can be
explained with the RRG concepts, whether syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic. Only
those instances which cannot be accounted for with them are considered as potentially belonging to the ¡ealms of inference.
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4.5.2. Application
4.5.2.1 . Korean

In the Korean texts the use of Pronouns, especially those refening to the third person, is scarce. I¡ the th¡ee example texts the only instances a¡e the four occurrences
of the reflexive pronoun caki'self' . Apart from tt¡at, reference is done by full NPs,
zero pronouns, or by other means. A primary device to show coherence is by zero
anaphora; chains of zero plonouns can extend over several sentences. A crucial
question is therefore the correct identification of the antecedenl Section 3.2-4.2.
touched on the problem demonstrating how the Korean system is different from the
English switch-function system. In this section, I will demonstrate thæ reference-

racking in Korean bea¡s, at least partially, characteristics of a switch-fi¡nction
system. Cenain clause-linking endings indicate whether the omitted argument in a
subsequent clause is going to be the same or differenl One of these is the ending
-myense'while'. For example:

(2s3)

a- 0 ¡sapang-ul tola-po-myense 0

¡chaca-po-ass-upnita.

four.di¡ections- tum.a¡ound-see-while look.for-ryPAST-DEF
ACC
all
around
tied
to
look
for
them.'
'looking
hat
seller]
[the

The discourse context shows that the first zero pronoun in (253) refers to the NP
'hat seller'. That binds the identification of the second zero pronoun; it must refer to
the 'hat seller' too. If the referent of ttre subsequent clause is not the same as in the
-myense clause, then another construction, -nun tongan-ey, must be used (Pa¡k
1984:387).
In Korean, a swirch reference type of mechanism thus appears to be one of the
systems contributing to antecedent identification. Cert¿in endings behave differently
depending on the type of predicaæ they are attached to. The ending -aseleselyese
indicating successive action must be followed by a clause with the same referent if
ttre predicate is løta'go' or ota'come'. This is illustraæd below in (254a). With
adjectivat predicates the meaning is 'so' and the restriction ceases, as shown with
the (b) example (from Park 1984:269):
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(254\

a. 0 t k*kai kase 0 ¡ hwapEvullo ku ipar+l nrlyeaaoæs-øcbse goard tcrdr-witÌ¡ ttrat mcuü-irsile lækiro-ACC PAST-D
'(the monk) went close and (the monk) looked into the mouth with

a

torch'

b. 0,

Erwuw-ese.

da¡k-so
'It

is da¡k, so

I

0"

cannot see

oo-i-ci

anh-ayo.

see-PASS-NML

not-POL

it.'

Similarly, the ending -(u)niklø, when it means 'when' is used only with action
verbs and must be followed by a clause with different subjecr When it has ttre
meaning 'because' there are no ¡estrictions like these (Pa¡k 1984: 299-300). Some
endings, on the other hand, seem to be rather free in this respecl \\e endrng -myen
'ifl can be followed by the same (as in 255a) or differcnt ¡eferent (as in 255b) in the
subsequent clause:

(25sl.

a. Cwumu-si-ko-man

0

¡

'If

ka-si-keyss-ta-myen
go-HON-VOLIT-DEC-if

sleep-HON-and-only

-

-0-

-

¡ tule-o-sey-yo.
enter-come-

HON-POL

[you] only sleep and then you go, please (you) come in.'

b. 0 I Ceypal moksum-man
please life-only
'If only you spare

02

sal-lye-cwu-si-myen,

live-CAUSE-give-HON-if

my life,'

unhey-nun

ic<i

anh-keyss-upnita

debt-TOP forget-NMl not-VOLIT-DEF
'I will never forget your kindness.'
With some endings va¡iation regarding the referent seems to be related to discourse
pragmatics. The ending -ko n ia unmarked use links clauses with the same
'\iVhen
referent. This is illustaæd in (256a) with an example from the sample texl
the referents are diffe¡ent, they are usually contrasted (Pa¡k 1984: 236,259). There-

fore, the two NPs a¡e also overtly stated and typically ma¡ked with the contrastive
particle -unlnun. As there arc no examples of such a use in the da¡a I illustrate this
latter possibility with a sentence from Park (1984:236):
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(2s6)

a.

Ku

sam-ko
meli-lul kkakka-cwu-ko
set.up-and hair-ACC cut-give-and
cut (her) hair,
'(He) took the girl as a sister,
harnkkey pwulto-ey cengcinhay-ess-ta.
chenyelul nwuilo
that girl-ACC sister-as

together Buddhism-to

devote-PAST-DEC

and devoted (himself¡ to Buddhism together (with her).'

b.

Ikes-un coh-ko, kukes-un

napp-ayo.

this-TOP good-and that-TOP bad-POL
'This is good and that is bad.'
As we can see verb endings play a role but do not account for all disambiguation in
Korean reference tracking. Another device thar helps in antecedent identification is
the honorific agreement. One of the th¡ee texts has dialogues that provide ar¡ illustration. The honorific suffix -sË refers only to second or third person. In the sentence below, therefore, the fint person referent in clause (a) is easily distinguished
from the second person referent in clauses (b-d):

(257)

a-

Taycepha-l umsik-un eps-upnita-man
serve-MD food-TOP not.exist-but
'(I) don't have food to serve,'

b. cwumwu-si-ko-man

sleep-HON-and-only
'but if (you) only intend to sleep'
c. ka-si-keyss-ta-myen

go-HON-VOLfr-DEC-if
'and then (you) go,'
d. tule-o-si-eyo.

come.in-HON-POL
'please (you) come in.'
There are, however, also some examples that, at a first sight, appear to provide evidence that particþant reference can be a matter of inference. I-et us consider the
sentences 17-19of theexampletext. The passage describes tlre situation where the
tiger, as a token of gratitude, brings a beautifirl young woman to the monk who has
earlier saved

is life.
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a-

Sunim-un
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kuphi

monk-TOP quickly

imi

b.

yein-ul
woman-ACC

po-ass-una

look-PAST-but

kicelhay-iss-ess-ta.

already fainI-RESULT-PAST-DEC

chan mwul-ul

c.

cold

water-ACC draw-pour-and

d.

mwuncilu-ko

e.

rub-and
kyewu ku
- barely that

f.

-

phe-pus-ko

hay-se

do-so

yein-ul

tasi

l&ayena-key
woman- again wake.up-

ACC

hay-ss-ta.

do-PAST-DEC

CAUSE

Myolyeng-uy alumtawu-n chenye

i-ess-ta.

young.age-GEN beautiful-MD grl

be-PAST-DEC

a- 'The monk-TOP quickly looked at the woman but

b. [she] had already fainted.
c. [He] poured cold water lon the woman] and
d. [he] rubbed [her]; thus
e. [he] awakened the woman again.
f. [She] was a beautiñrl young girl.'
The topic of this passage is the monk. The second participant, the woman appeaß
as an object in the first clause. In the subsequent clauses neither one is mentioned
again with a

full NP but all the references back to ttrem a¡e made with zero

ana-

phora. lnterestingly, the zero pronoun in some clauses refers to the monk, while in

othen it refers to the woman. In tlre free translation, the pronouns within brackets
indicate where an NP has been ellipted in Korean.

In this pÍrssage, clues provided by verb endings are scurce. The suffix /u)na
in (258a) does not indicaæ whether tlre subject in the subsequent clause will be the
same. Between clauses (b-c) and (e-Ð, there is a sentence break so we do not have
clause-linking clues here either. Notice tt¡at in some clauses the zero pronoun is
used to refer to a subject (258b, f), while in others it goes back to an object (258d).
Consequently ttre monitored element cannot be defrned in grammatical terms as it is
neither the subject nor the objecr Pragmatic relations are likewise excluded; in
(258c, d, e) the omiued NP is co¡eferential with the topic, whereas in (258b) it
refers to a non-topical participant. Hence it may appear that the only way to recover
the intended antecedents is to employ reasoning based on real-world knowledge.
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A person who looks at or acts upon another person is not likely to be ttre one who
has fainted. Similarly we know that the expression 'young girl' cannot be used
abut a monk, so the yord has to refer back to 'the woman'. Not surprisingly then,
Korean has been mentionei togettrer with Chinese as an example of 'pragmatic'
languages (e.g. Huang 1994: xiv) or a language that uses an inference system for its
reference tracking (Yang 1994).I

It could

will, however, also suggest another possibility.

be ttrat what is monitored here a¡e the semantic roles.

A¡r examination of semantic roles was complicated by the difficulties in predicate analysis. I present below, howeve¡ the reasonable interpretations of my data
and the tests that were conducted. In the fi¡st sentence, the monk has the role of an

In subsequent sentences every time
an NP refening to the monk is omitted, this NP represents a semantic actor.
.similarly, every time a missing NP refers back to the woman the role of the NP is
actor and the woman appea¡s as an undergoer.

that of an undergoer or at least a non-actor. In other words, every time an actor NP
is missing, it refers to ttre monk, while a missing undergoer refers to the woman.

This is shown in the arrangement below:

(25e)

actor undergoer

other non-actor

a- Monk-TOP woman-ACC

b.0
c. 0
d.00
e. 0
f.

predicate
looked at but
had fainted.

cold

water-ACC

(on the woman)

the woman-ACC

0

poured down and
rubbed and thus
awakened.

young beautiful girl

was.

As far as the participants retain the roles they have assumed, the correct identificationof ttre anæcedent is not endangered. If, however, the roles are switched, it
would be logical to expect that the presence of

a

full NP becomes necessary. This is

what happens a couple of sentences later, when the girl for the fust time is pictured
as an initiative-taker and when the monk soon thereafter appears as a Non-Actor. In
sentences 2I-25, the story goes on:

(260)

a-

Sunim-un yein-eykey

kot

monk-TOP woman-DAT

immediately

sangkyengha+olok kwenkohay-ss-ta.

go.to.Seoul-to

advise-PAST-DEC
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b.Cip-eyse-nun holangi-eykey cap-hi-e.ka-se
home-at-TOP tiger-DAT catch-PASS-go-so
cwuk-ess-ulila-ko

die-PAST-PRESUM-QUOT

kekcengha-ko.iss-keyss-ki naymwun-i-ta.
worry-PROG-PRESUM-NML reason be-DEC
c.

Kulena

but
d.

ku

chennye-nun

i-lul

kecelhay-ss-ta.

that girl-TOP this-ACC refuse-PAST-DEC

Caki-uy
self-GEN

sayngmyeng-ul

kwuhay-cwu-si-n

life-ACC

save-give-HON-MD monk-with

sunim-kwa

phyengsayng-ul hamkkey cinay-ya-keyss-ta-nun
lifetime-ACC together spend-OBLIG-VOLIT-DEC-MD
kes-i-ta
thing-be-DEC

e.Sunim-un

tanghwanghay-ss-ta.

monk-TOP embarrassed-PAsT-DEC
a The monk advised the woman to go to Seoul immediately.
b. The reason is ttrat (people) at home would be worried that (she)
must have died (her) being capnued and (her

birg)

taken away by a

tiger.
c. However, the gid refused.
d. The fact is that (she) wants to spend (her) life with the monk who
saved her life.
e. The monk was emba¡rassed.

Arranged according to the (tentative) semantic roles, the passage looks like this:

(26t)
actor

non-actor

predicate

a" Monk-TOP

woman-DAT

advised.
<embedded clause>
the reason

b.

c. The girl-TOP
d.

this-ACC
<embedded clause>
the fact

e.

ls.
refused.

The monk-TOP

ls.
was embarrassed.
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The role switches occur when the girl takes the actor role (261c) and when the
monk becomes an undergoer (non-actor) in (261e). A fr¡U NP is used in both
insta¡rces. The sentences (261b) and (261d) do not advance ttre story but just
provide further explanation to the situation.
These mechanisms, fhe constraints imposed by verb endings, the honorific
agfeement and, in ttre absence of such constraints, the retention of semantic macrùroles sufñce to explain ttre data For a further example, consider the sentences 8-9
in ttre story about ttre hat seller.

(262)

a-

Moca cangsa-nun hancham

ca-ko

hat

sleep-and

selle¡-TOP for.a.while

b.

ilena-se

c._

gerup-and

moca kwak-ul kaci-ko

hat
d._ ku

kalyeko.ha-nuntey

box-ACC have-and go-intend-while

kwak-ey moca-ka ma¡lh-ci anh-un
that box-in hat-NOM many-NML not-MD

e.

a

kes-ul

po-ko

thing-ACC

see-and

_

kkamccak nolla-ss-upnita.

very

surprise-PAST-DEC

'The hat seller, after sleeping for a while,

b. (he) got up

c. and (he) was about to go with the hat box;
d. but (he) saw that not many hats were in the box and
e. (he) was very surprised.'

In this sentence all the clauses refer to the hat seller in the fust clause. Most of tt¡e
verb endings assume the same referent in the subsequent clause. The predicaæ in
clause (c) is an exception but the correct identification of the missing NP in (d) is
not endangered. In (262d),I argue, the antecedent is traced with the help of tlrc
semantic macroroles. As all the missing NPs in tlp snetch (ad) are actors, it is
naur¡al to interpret the actor realized by a zero in clause (d) as coreferential with
them. In the last clause ttre omitted argument is interpreted as being the same as the
one in the previous clause because of the ending -/co. This is an instance of the
default use of the -/co construction.
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My conclusion after examining ttre data is that ttre role of inference is probably
smaller than ea¡lier assumed. The reference tacking system in Korean has at least
two irnpofant components: verb endings that monitor the sameness of the referent
and honorific agreement ttrat restricts the number of potential ¡eferents. Possibly,
semantic macroroles can also be monitored directly. More research is needed to
verify or refute the last componenl Also, more detailed studies should be conducted to examine the switch-reference system. The main point, however, was to
demonstrate that the RRG concepts can account for a reference-tracking system like
the one in Korean that was diffrcult to pin down with a more traditional approach to
gxammaf.

4.5.2-2. Chinese
Chinese makes frequent use of zero pronouns as an anaphoric device. A difference
compared to Korean is ttrat the use of the third person pronoun is fairty common.
All ttre texts in this study provide several examples of the pronoun ta- 'he', 'she',

'it'. In

modem written Chinese, there is even a distinction between masculine,
feminine, and inanimate referents as different characters are used to write them. The
plural ending -mén, attzcbed to pronouns or animate NPs, further helps to clarify
the reference.

In Chinese, syntactic notions like subject or pivot do not seem to play a role in
reference tracking (Li and Thompson 1989: 15-16; Va¡r Valin and LaPolla 1997:
26I-2&). For example, in the following passage, the antecedent in clauses (263e-h)
is the topic 'celestial being' ar the beginning of the sentence despite of the inte¡n¡pting subjeæts in clauses (b-d):

duì
celestial being to

(263) a Xiánren

HuánjÍng
Huanjing
'The celestial being said to Huanjing,'

b.

"Jiù

yuè jiù d

shuõ:
say

Rù-hé de

yãoguài

nine month nine day Ru-river GEN goblin

yòu yào chü lái le."
again will exit come PRT
"On the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month, the goblin will again come
out."
c.

"Nî grãnkuài huí qù"
you quickly return go
"Go back quickly"

4.

d.

Rot-e,

¡No nnpp,npvcp,

*wèi rénmfu chrf-hài
for people desroy-evil
*and

e.-
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ba-"

PRT

destroy evil for the sake ofthe people."

Shuõ

wán

say finish
'After (he) had said that,'
f.-

zhâi le xié zhüyú
pick PFV some medicinal.comel

yèzi
leaf

'(he) picked some leaves of medicinal comel'
B-

-

sòng

gëi

ta,

gle

give

he

'and (he) gave them

h.- yòu

géi

ûo

Hunjing '

le he yi ping júhuã

jiü,

again give PFVhe one borle chrysanthemum wine
'(He) also gave him

i.

a bottle of chrysanthemum

wine'

shuõ:: IQUOTATIOI.Ij

-

say

'and (he) said:' : TQUOTATIONI

Nor do I find evidenoe of the relevant concepts being semantic. I¡ the example
below the antecedent is the NP 'goblin', an undergoer in clause (2&a) and an actor
in (264b-d):

(264) a

Yöu rén

shuõ:

exist person

say

'Some people said:'

yõu ge yãoguài (U),
Ru-river inside exist CL goblin

b.Rri-hé li

'There is a goblin in the Ru river.'

nián jiü yuè jir¡ ¡ì dõu chü lâi,ze
every year ninemonth nine day all exit oome
'(He) comes out on the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month every year.'

c-d.

(A)

má

tã (A) aiu dào

nãr,

it

where

go to

''liVherever he goes,'

t98

e.-

(A)
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jiü

dài

dào

take

arrive where

bã wényì
then BA plague

nár.

'(he) takes the plague there.'

hstead it appears ttrat ttre relevant concepts are pragmatic. A common situation is
that reference racking goes back to a topic. This is the case in the passage illustrated in (263), the antecedent being 'the celestial being'. The intemrpting pronouns
in (263þd) are neither topical nor focused and, therefore, axe not good candidates
for antecedents. For a further illusEation of NPs being taced back to a topic,
consider ttre following example:

(265)

a-

T:a (TOP) jian

3sg

see

'Hg saw'
b. Bãlãgèncãng (SUB)

zhèng

kào ùß

yi

Balagencang ASP lean DUR

one

kë dà
CL big

shù

ree

'that Balagencang was leaning on a big tree'

c.-

(SUB)

chõu yãn

irùale smoke
(he
was)
'and
smoking'

d.-

(TOP)

Aán mã yé méi
even horse also not

xià
dismount

'(He) didn't even dismount from his horse'

e._

(TOP)

jiù

shuõ:

already

say

'before (he) said:'
In this example the pronoun rd is the topic of the sentence and the antecedent of the
missing NPs in clauses (265c) and (265d). The subject Balagencang in the clause
(265b) is the antecedent only within that restricted domain.
Anothe¡ common pattem seems to be that the missing NPs are traced back to a
focused NP in a presentative constn¡ction. One such instance was already illustrated in (264).'I\e default position for an x argument is to appear before the verb.
In presentative constn¡ctions, however, the x ¿ìrgument is in poswerbal position.
This makes it focused (Van Vatin and I¡Polla 1997:211), as the ñrnction of the
construction is to draw attention to the new participant to be introduced in it In ttre
sample texf there a¡e fou¡ examples of an element in a presentative consEuction
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consider the passage below:

(266) a

Yõu ge
exist CL

in
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subsequent clauses. For another example,

qîngnián
young.man

'There was a young man'

b._

juéxin
decide

'(who) decided'
c.

-

shã-si
killdie

yâoguài

gobtin

'(he would) kill the goblin'

d.-

wèi rénmin

chti-hàÉ.

for people getrid.of+vil
'and (he would) get rid of evil for the sake of the people.'

It

thus appears ttrat what Chinese tracks is topics and focused NPs. Recall the
discussion on participant refercnce in chapûer 3. We can now betær explain the
mechanism of referenae tracking in passages like the one in example (123) from
Chùjí H,ànyif lcèbën (1980: 55-56), which is repeated below:

(267) a

Yöu yî

tiãri

exist one dry
'One day'

ge
xiãng chä
think
come.out
CL
he suddenly

b.É hÍrán

"hão" bànf{
good method

'he suddenly came to think of a"good"method'
c.

jiù

jí¡iturángoáng

then

hastily

pão dào tián
run arrive ñeld

li
in

'he hastily ran to the fìeld'
d.

bã méi kê
BA

every

miáo dõu wäng shang bá le bá.
toward up pull PFV pull

CL plant all

'andpulled every plant upward.'
e.

Huí guo
tum

around

tóu
head

''When he tumed his head'

4.
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miáo,

come look look

plant
'and looked at the plants'

g.dÌquè

bi

yuárrlái

le

gão

CRS

indÊed compared.to original high
'they had indeed grown quite a bit'
h.

bu
not

shão,

lirle

xin

li shífen gãoxing.
he¿¡t in very glad
'and he felt very glad.'

i.

huí

dào ji'a

retum arrive

li,
home in

'He retumed home'

j. tã duì jiã
li Én
home in person
3sg to

shuõ:...
say

'and said to his family: ...'
The chart that followed the example showed tÌ¡e function of the NPs in the Chinese

text. A revised chart is given below. As can be seen from the cha¡t, NPs in Chinese
seemtobetracedbackeithertoaprecedingtopic, asinclauses (c-Ð and (h-j), or to
an NP in focus position as in G) where the omiued NP refers back to miáo 'plant'.
The paræm is attested several times in the example æxts:
(268)

subject

predicate

focus

a-

existed

one day

b. he

came to think

ofa good idea
to tt¡e field

topic

c.0
d.0
e.0
f.0
û

h.0
i.0
j.0

preposed

ran
every plant

0
heart inside

In conclusion, rcference tracking in Chinese

pulled upward
tumed

his head

looked

at the plants

had grown

very glad
retumed

home

said
seems to be based on pragmatic rela-

tions. Special representative constuctions a¡e used

to aleft the hea¡evieader

on
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focused NPs. These can be targets of missing a¡guments. Otherwise, the default is
to trace back to the closest topic. Minor side lines may be tracked to a previous non-

topical subject, but once back on the theme line the ante¡edent is again the topic.
The use of singular and plural pronouns is an additional device that serves to disambiguaæ ttre reference. kr the light of the present data inference does not appea¡ to
play a major role in Chinese reference tracking, at least not in third person na¡ratives and traditional stories. More research into ttre relationship betr¡¡een information stn¡cture and surface structuring would shed more light on this.

4.6. ACCOMMODATING TOPICS
4.6.1. More on clause structure
To study topics, we need to discuss clause stn¡cture some more. According to
RRG, nucleus, core, and periphery, are universal distincúons. They are semantically
motivated and are defined irrespective of linear order. In addition, languages may
exhibit non-universal distinctions which seem to be pragmatically motivated o¡ conditioned. In them, linear order is relevanl (See Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:3140.)
In English, ttrere is a special precore slot (PrCS). This is the place where whquestion words occur:

(?69)

CLAUSE

P€S
I

NP
PRON

lWhat did

CORE

ARG NUC

ARG

NP

PRED PP

N
Max

V

PP

N PREP DET N
give to Robin in
the library?
PREP

Besides question words, the prcæore slot may contain va¡ious types of focused
elements: ThÍs picture I like. To Jackwe are not going to tell anythizg. This slot
is part ofthe clause but outside ofthe core.
Another extra slot English has is the left-detached position (LDP). This slot
contains an initial phrase, as rn Yesterday, what did he say to you? As for my

plans, they are still rather unclear. The left-detached position is outside the clause
but within the sentence.
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(270)

CORE

PrCS

./l\

ARG

NP

I

NP

ADV
Yesærday

PRON
what

NUC
PRED

PRON V

did

he

grve

ARG
NP
PRON
you?

The leftdeøched position and the prccore slot differ from each other in va¡ious
respects. Phonologically, the LDP, is typically ma¡ked with a break in intonation.
The hCS, on the other hand is within the clause and, hence, one would not expect
a pause between it and the rest of the clause. Syntactically, it could be t}rat one or
both of these slots are associated with different particles or other outwa¡d ma¡kers.
In English, only the LDP can be marked with as for: As for Max, we don't know
what he is thinking. A furttrer syntactic difference in English, is tÌ¡at an argument in
the LDP riggers a pronominal copy while an argument in the precore slot does not.
Forexample:

(271)

This, I don't want like it.
b. This I don't like.
a-

this

nthe LDP

rhis

n

the PrCS

Extra slots can also occu¡ at the end of the clause. Some languages have a postcorc

slot. According to Shimojo (1995, cited in l¿Polla and Van Valin 1997: 37),
Japanese is such a language. Like the precore slot, this is within the clause. It
falls under the same intonation pattem as the rest of the clause and is not sepÍrated
from it by a pause. The following example (adapted from LaPolla and Van Valin
1997:37\, illustrates first the neutral word order (in a) and then different petmutations (in b-c) with a constituent in the postcore slot:
(272)
a Hanako ga toshokan de Ken
Hanako NOM library in Ken

ni
DAT

hon
book

'Har¡ako gave a book to Ken in the library.'

o

age-ta

yo.

ACC give-PAST PRT

203
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b. Hanako ga toshokan de Ken ni age-ta yo hon o.
Hanako NOM library in Ken DAT give-PAST PRT book ACC

age-ta yo Ken ni.
c. Hanako ga toshokan de hon o
Hanako NOM library in book ACC give-PAST PRT Ken DAT
d. Hanako
Hanako

Ken ni hon o age-ta yo toshokan
NOM Ken DAT book ACC give-PAST PRT library

ga

de.

in

A detached phrase, when it occurs after the clause, is called right-detached position.
Like the left-detached position, this slot too is within the sentence but outside the
clause: e.g. Did you bring it, the book?
The extra slots can conain both semantic core arguments as well as additional
specifications. This contasts with the core of the clause, where only those elements
arising from the meaning of the verb can occur. Example (272) illustrates both possibilities. The sin¡ation expressed by the verb ageru'give' is one involving three
participants. In (282a) the arguments encoding these participants all occur in the
normal position in tt¡e core of the clause. In (272b) and (272c) one of them is
placed in the postcore slot. The element in the postcore slot in (272d) is not an inherent aspect of the situation encoded by the verb. The situation is simila¡ with the
extra slots fhat occur on the left side. In (270), the time adverbial yesterday n the
LDP is not required by the verbal semantics, whereas ¡i¡is in (271a-b) is a semantic
core argument even though it is placed in tlrc PrCS and LÐP respectively.

4.6.2. Application
4.6.2.1. Korean

In ttris section we are concemed with clause structüÞ. When studying Korean
clauses, I have made an effot to identify what the unma¡ked pattems a¡e for basic
clause types. This was done by charting the clauses. Clauses having one, two, and

ln addition, I also created
for clauses conøining topicalized or focused material. This was
because discourse-pragrnatic considerations tlpically affect word order. Clauses
where the fust argument is ma¡ked with the nominative case particle -illca and not
with the topic particle -unf nun, were used to determine tlre basic word-order pattems in different clause types. The results were compared with clauses where the
first argument is the topic. The pattems tumed out to be identical except for clauses

three argument predicates were each cha¡ted separately.
separate cha¡ts

zu
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introducing new participants. The basic word-order pattems attested in the texts are
summarized below:

(273) one argumentverbs:

ARG

+ PERIPHERY+ NUC
two aÍgument verbs: ARG-I+ PERIPHERY+ ARG-2 + NUC
three argument verbs: a) ARC-I + ARG-2 + ARG-3 + NUC
locative transfer

b) ARG-I + ARG-3 + ARG-2 + NUC
human recipient

The next question was whethe¡ there is a motivation to posit a special precore slot.
Question words in Korean do not occur at the front of the clause, but there a¡e other
arggments that a¡e found in the position immediately before the core. The following
example is adapted from Sohn (1994:209-2lO):

(274)
a-

ARG-I ARG-3 PERIPHERY ARG-2 NUC
Enni-ka na-eykey onul kil-eyse ton-ul
cwu-ess-ta.
sister-NOM I-DAT today road-at money-ACC give-PA$t-DEC
'My older

sisær gave me money today on the street.'

b. Na-eykey

ton-ul

I-DAT
c. Ton-ul

money-ACC today road-at sister-NOM give-PAST-DEC

money-ACC

onul

kil-eyse

enni-ka

cwu-ess-ta.

na-eykey

enni-ka

I-DAT

sister-NOM road-at today give-PAST-DEC

kil-eyse

onul

cwu-ess-ta.

I have analyzed the position rigbt before the fust core argument as the precore slot.
Fronted elements in it, even though outside the core, still take paft in clause syntax,
as can be seen from the fact that they retain case marking. Phonologically, they are
included under the same intonation contour. An interesting observation is that there
was no pause between a fronted periphery and the rest of the clause even when the
NP in question was ma¡ked with the topic particle -unlnun. For example, the following sentences were spoken without a pause or phonological break:
(27s)

a-

Ku namwu-wi-ey-nun wenswungi yel mali-ka
that tree+opaþTOP monkey æn CL-NOM
'On the tree there were ten monkeys.'

iss-ess-upnita.

exist-PAST-DEF
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b. Noptala-n congkak-ey-nun cong-rlum tenguleni

high-MD belfry-at-TOP bell-only

lonesomely

maytal- lye-iss-ess-eyo.

hang-PASS-be-PAST-POL
'On the high belfry the bell was hanging there alone.'

My analysis contrasts with earlier accounts conducted within ttre RRG framework.
Both Yang (1994) and Park (1995) amlyzn neutral topics as being in tlre LDP,
whereas contastÊd or focused NPs would be in the FICS- The examples below
show Pa¡k's analysis (1995: 63-65):

(n6)
a What happened to your car?

LDP

CLAUSE

nay cha-nun
I ca¡-TOP

kocangna-ss-ø.

CORE
break-PAST-DEC

'My car broke down.'

neutral topic -ntm,
predicate focus

b.

CLAUSE

/\
PrCS

CORE

nay cha-nun

kocangna-ss-ta.

my car-TOP

break-PAST-DEC

'My car
c.

broke down.'

conhastive wpic-nun

CLAUSE

/\
PCS
nay cha-ka

my car-NOM

CORE
kocangna-ss-ta
break-PAST-DEC

'My car broke down'

contrastive focus -/r¿
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CLAUSE

d.

CORE

ARG
NUC
nay cha-ka kocangna-ss-ta.
my car-NOM break-PAST-DEC
'My car broke down.'

neutral descriptive -kz
sentence focus

I do not find evidence of NPs moving between the LDP, PrCS, and the first argument position the way Yang (1994) and Park (1995) suggesL First, an examination
of ttre taped texts revealed that, as for phonological breaks, topic marked NPs do
not seem to be significantly different from nominatively ma¡ked NPs. In the taped

Of those
few occasions when there is an identifiable break, two of these a¡e associated with
non-topical NPs carrying a nominative marker. The following example (from HS:
texts, there is usually no pause between the topic and the rest

of

sentence.

16) was spoken with a single intonation contor¡r.

(277)

PrCS

CORE

NP
ARG
I
moca cangsa-nun talun sayngkak-i
this hat seller-TOP other thought-NOM

NUC
nass-upnita.

occur-DEF

'The hat seller got another thought.'
Second, I do not find any evidence that constituents would be positioned based on
the kind of marking attached to them. On the contar¡/, there is actually evidence that

topic-marked NPs do not alu/ays move to the front of the clause. Recall the example
(11), pa¡t of which is repeated here, illusuating differcnt word-order possibilities in
Korean.

(278) a Cyon-un tosekwan-eyse
John-TOP

library-in

swukcey-lul

ha-nta.

homeworþACC

do-DEC

'John is in the library doing homework.'
b. Homework-ACC

John-TOP library-in do-DEC

c. Homework-ACC library-in John-TOP do-DEC
e.

Library-in homework-ACC John-TOP do-DEC

4. Rot¡, ¿uo n¿reneuce
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(274),I conclude that fronting can be

seems to me, the pragmatic roles topic

and focus are primarily signaled by particles. Consider ttre analysis below.

(2't9)
CORE

PrCS

NUC
ARG
NP
I moca cangsa-nun/-ka talun sayngkak-i nass-upnita.
this hat seller-TOP/-NOM other thought-NOM occur-DEF
'The hat seller got another thought.'

By changing the marking of the noun phase from -unlnun to -illca, the first NP
becomes focused. I do not, however, agree with the view that it moves from one
slot to another for that. Now, let us tum to sentences where both the LDP and the
PrCS a¡e occupied:

(280)
SENTENCE

/\

LDP

CLAUSE

/\

PrCS

CORE

I

¡ PNP

NP

NUC
PRED

cangsa han salam-i iss-ess-upnita.
old day certain place-in hat seller one person-NOM exist-PAST-DEF
'Once upon a time at a certain place there was a hat seller'

Yes nal

etten

kos-ey

moca

The NP in ttrc LDP position appears to contrast with the one in the PrCS in u least
two \¡/ays. First, there is no case marking on iL Second, as this sentence was read,
there was a slight pause and lengthening of the vowel in the word
phenomena üe attested in the following sentences:

nal'My'. Simila¡
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(28r)
a"

LDP

CLAUSE

/\
PrCS

CORE

tul{ye-ss-ta.
Onu nal kiphun pam pakk-eyse solika
one day deep night outside-from sound-NOM hear-PASS-PAST-DEC
'One day in the middle of night, a sound was hea¡d from outside.'

b. LDP

CLAUSE
I

CORE
Etten yelum

nal

i

moca cangsa-nun moca-lul khun kwak-ey nehe.kaci-ko
box-in put.take-and
one summer day this hat seller-TOP hat-ACC
'One summer day, this hat seller put many has in a big box'

big

Retuming to ttre question of double-subject constn¡ctions, phonologically and syntactically, the first NP in them fills the criteria for a hCS rather than those for an
LDP. I thus analyze them as occuning in the precore slot. Compare the examples
below involving a topic, a fronted element, and a topicalized fronted element:

(282) PrCS

CORE
a. Na-nun kay-ka mwusep-ta
I-TOP dog-NOM afraid-DEC
'I am afraid of dogs.'
b.

Na-eykey
I-DAT
'I

c.

kay-ka

am afraid of dogs.'

Na-eykey-nun kay-ka

I-(DAT)-NUN
'I

mwusep-ta.

dog-NOM afraid-DEC
mwusep-ta.

dog-NOM aftaid-DEC

am af¡aid of dogs.'

A benefit of this analysis is that we do not need to posit movements between the
KS and the LDP. All ttre clauses can be explained as having basically the same
stn¡cture, just like any other clause pair where the only difference is the marking of
rhe first NP. Granted, there are differences in focus and topicality associated with
the -unlnun versus -íllca or -ey(key) versus -ey(key)nun marking, but the codng per
se does not r¡/¿ur¿utt an analysis that a constituent has moved. To claim that, we

would need some kind of independent evidence. Compare this situa¡ion with
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English, where focal stress can fall on different constituents without any change in
word o¡der (from Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:209):

(283)

a- Ch¡is gave the book to

PAT yesterday.
b. Chris gave the book to Pat YESTERDAY
c. Ch¡is gave THE BOOK to Pat yesterday.
d. Ch¡is GAVE the book to Pat yesterday.
e. CHRIS gave the book to Pat yesterday.

When examining the Korean texts, I have tried to base my conclusions on i¡stances

where the evidence is clea¡est. If the ARG-I position is aheady occupied, then a
constituent on the left hand side should be either in the PrCS or in the LDP. To
distinguishbetweenthetwo,lanalyzed the instances where both of these slots a¡e
occupied such as in (201) a¡,d(202). Then, I tentatively assumed ttrat tÌ¡e cha¡acteristics associated with the two slots might apply to other sentences too. No conflicting observations were made. Consequently,I suggest that:
1. The position immediæely before the ARG-I position is the precore slot.
This slot is phonologically incorporated into the clause. The focus or topic status of
the NP in this slot, as in other slots, varies and is reflecæd in the morphosyntactic
and/or phonological marking attached to it. The elemenrs in the PrCS a¡e fronted
core arguments, fronted peripheral constituents, or arguments in the double-nominative constructions. 2. The left-most position in the sentence is the leftdetached
position. This is outside the clause, which is evidenced by the phonological break
tlmt typically occurs between the LDP and the ¡esr of rhe sentence. Typically, the
NPs in this slot are peripheral and do not carry case marking. In my dat4 the moti-

vation for placing constituents in this slot seems to be a new beginning

in

the

discourse, such as a new episode.

As my conclusions a¡e drawn from only three texts, they should be considered
as tentative. However, the analysis presented here is what seems to best account

for

the facts, whereas assuming that topic-NPs move to the LDP proved to be untenable. If that were the case, further extra slots would need to be postulated on the
left side of the LDP.

4.6.2.2. Chinese

The Chinese texts were analyzed using basically ttre same methodology as the
Korean ones. The clauses were first divided according to the number of core arguments and charted. hresentative consm¡cdons were sepa¡ated from those which
contained topical NPs. The pattems werc:
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(284)
one argument verbs:

ARG + PERIPHERY + NUC

twoargumentverbs: ARG-I + PERIPIIERY + NUC + ARG-2
three argument verbs: a) ARG-I + PERI + NUC + ARG-3 + ARG-2
human recipient

b) ARc-l

+ ARG-2 + NUC + ARG-3

locative transfer

It is worth noticing

that ttre position of a locative phrase which belongs to the
periphery is different from the position of locative NPs that function as arguments
of the verb. Compare the following pair of clauses (from Li and Thompson 1989:
399):

(285) a-Ta zài zhuõzi

shangtiào.
jump
'S/he is on the øble jumping.'

3sg

at table on

b.Ta tiào zài zhuõzi shang.
3sg jump

æ table

on
'S/he jumped onto the table.'

ARG-I +PERIPHERY+NUC
LP in the periphery

ARG NUC ARG
LP an argument of the verb

As the order of core arguments has been determined, we are now ready to consider

the extra-core slots. Chinese, like Korean, does not employ a special slot for
question words. Other elements, however, are frequently fronted. ln the following
examples, a peripheral element is placed in front of the core. This position
as the precore slot:

(286)

PrCS

CORE

ARG

a

I analyze

NUC

Jintiãn zánmen yídutg yào
absolutely must
today we

bi.
contest

''We have to have the contest today.'

b.Zrèrlí
here from

wd
my

jiã
tài yuãn.
home too fa¡

'This place is too fa¡ from my home.'
Besides peripheral elements, core arguments too can occur in this position. For example:

2tl
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(287)
CORE

PrCS

PERI

NUC

ARG-I
a"

CORE
ARG-2

Wr5

fang

zin yi ge dàizi

I

put

at

de cõngmíng dõu
GEN intelligence all
'My intelligence is all in a bag.'

ge dàizi
ttrat CL bag

jintiãn

b. Nà

today

li.

oneClbag in

méi dài l¡ái.
not take come

'(I) didn't take that bag with me today.'
Now, it would of course be possible to argue that these preposed elements arc not
in the precore slot but in the leftdetached position. It has been claimed (Yang 1994;
Park 1995) that the LDP is the slot where neutral topics occur, and these a¡e instances of neutral topics. The problem is tlnt such an analysis is not compatible
with my data Take, for example, the following sentence, which contains both slots.
As the LDP is occupied by an element providing the temporal setting for the story,
the topic must occur in the PrCS unless we assume that a slot can contain multiple
elements simultaneously

(288)

LDP

:

PrcS

Gti shíhòu RùnárÌ yidài

CORE: NUC

de

xiãngcän lashêng

le

ARG
wényì.

old time Runan area ASSOC village happen PFV plague
'A long time ago there was a plague in a village in the Runan a¡ea.'
But suppose that ttre NP g¡i shíhòu'in ancient times' did not occur in front of ttre
PrCS. In such a situation, how can we tell whether a fronted elemenr is in the PrCS
or in the LDP? Afterexamining my texts and some additional data, I am inclined to
conclude that tt¡e most sensible way to chart the texts is to assume that an element is
preposed only if it does not occur in its ordinary position. This can be seen from the

relative position of ttre ottrer arguments. The fronted element is assumed to be in ttre
PrCS unless there is clea¡ evidence of it being in the LDP. Such evidence would

include: 1) a bener candida¡e for the FrCS tt¡at is simultaneously present in tlre
sentence, or 2) aclear marking device that can is restricted to the LDP only.
My texts do not seem to contain any special marking devices that unquestionably would help to distinguish between the LDP and the PrCS. A phonological
examination indicued that the LDP is typically followed by a pause. This, however,
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was not exclusively the cha¡acteristic of the LDP. Pauses were coÍrmon after the
periphery. Phonology, besides marking LDPs, is also used to clarify bounda¡ies for
some slots within the clause.

I also conducted

a discourse-pragmatic study of the positions which, according

to ttre criteria stated previously, were analyzed as being the LDP or the FrCS. A
hypothesis that emerged was that the LDP typically contains what could be called
discou¡se topic or point of depamrre (Dooley and Levinsohn 1999: 33-34). In the
PrCS, on ttre other hand, we find topical items ttrat have been preposed f¡om the
periphery orthe CORE-ARG-2 position. The fi¡st oronly argument of a verb does
not need to be fronted as the core-initial position in itself is associated with topicality. This interpretation of the PrCS and LDP allows us to account for the different
word order options illustrated by Li and Thompson (1989:

2l):

(289)
LDP

PrCS

CORE

PERTPHERY

CORE

ARG-I
NUC
a.

wõ

zln

I

DUR buy

wõ

b.
c.

Shu

d. }vô

shä

ARG-2

wd

bã shú

mãi

shu

le.

book CRS

mãi le.
mãi le.
rnãi le.

The sentence (289a) is presentative: 'I am buying a book'. In such sentences the
focus falls on the poswerbal NP. The next sentence, (289b), is translated as 'I
bought the book' by Li and Thompson. This gives the impression ttræ the word
'book' would be somehow emphasized. However, according to Li and Thompson,

of the bã constn¡ction is to express what happens to an object. The
object is usually definite and highly prominent. In other words, it is presupposed.
The nature of the action tends to be elaborated e.g. by adding directional or
resultative elements. (Li and Thompson 1989: 483491). This makes me think thæ
the function of the åã construction is to let the focus fall on the predicate part What
the function

did you do witl¡ that book? I bought it. Observe thatbã originally is a verb meaning
'take' and in the constuction Wõ bã shû 'I take a/ùe book', the prominence naturally fatls on the word 'book'. But when incorporated into ttre maüix sentence and
placed in a preverbal position, the NP 'book' becomes presupposed and, thus, the
focus falls on the predicate. In (289c) ttre object appears in the precore: 'The book,
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I bougùt it'. Now it has been topicalized. Depending on the phonology and the discourse envi¡onment, the topic can be either neutral or contrastive. Finally, in (289d)
the topic is contrasted: 'I bought the book.' The pronoun in the LDP provides the
point of depaÍure.
As Chinese does not opeÉte with case and topic markers like Korean, the
position of items provides a way of conveying differences in topicality and focus.
The difference between the LDP and the FrCS becomes more evident when both
Íìre present simultaneously. rWhen a sentence has only one of them, the difference
between the two is maybe not so crucial. A topic is a kind of point of departure too,
even though on a sentence rather than a paragraph level in discou¡se. Consider the
last sentence of the story about the little gecko:

(290)

PIcS

CORE

NUC

Wõ
I
'I

zhãng chu

grow come.out
have gfo\¡/n a new tail!'

ARG-1
le

PFV

yî

tiáo

one

CL ¡sq¡

xln

wëiba la.

reil

CRS

In the recording, there is no pause after the pronoun. In ttre syntax, there is no
indication that the slot preceding the core would be outside the clause. According to
and Thompson (1989: 86-87), this is a cornmon situation in Manda¡in speech;
formal topic markers like the particles goulalmelne and pauses are not commonly
used at all. In contrast, a sentence like the one below (here repeated from (55) in
Chapter 3), would have been analyzed as having an LDP on the left:

Li

(291) Nèi ztu- gõu atmelne, wõ

tlnt CL dog PRT I

'That dog, I have al¡eady seen

yijing

already
it.'

kàn

guo

see

EXP CRS

le.

Interestingly, these particles are found at the end of sentences too. There are some
examples of both a a¡d ne in the texæ. In both uses, the particles ma¡k a sentence
boundary, whether this boundary is the closure of a whole sentence or the end of
ttrat part of a sentence that is outside the clause.

At any rate, I prefer to posit an LDP only when there is reasonably clear
for it. Phonology is important, bur it needs syntactic support such as a
marking device associated with LDPs but not with precore slots, occupancy of all
other slots, or pronominal copying. The sentence below contains two pieces of
evidence
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evidence suggesting that the left-most position does not participate in the cl¿luse
syntax: a phonological break and a pronoun in the core refening to the same entity
as the one

(29t)

in the LDP.

a-

CLAUSE

LDP

CORE

Shã
foolish

hâ12i,

child

ni

guò

shênzi kàn kari.
you tum a¡ound body look look
zhuãn

'You foolish child, tum around and have

a

look.'

According to these two criteria, the left-most constituent in a double-subject constmction like the following belongs to the precore slot rather than to the LDP:

(2e2)

PrCS

CORE

Tla
he

bénling hén dà.
skill very big
'He has great skills.'

The analysis presented here can accommodate all the findings

in the

data. For

example, NPs that have been elided, need a slot where they could appear, had they
been realized on the surface. Consider the last paragraph

of the

sample text ttÍ¡t

states that, every year on the Ninth Day of the Ninth Month, people take ctrysanthernum wine, put comel leaves on thei¡ heads, and go out to climb high. The end

of ttrc final sentence is charted below:
(2e3)

LDP

CLAUSE
PrCS

CORE

NUC

ARG

tóu

chã

on the head

insert

zlrûyu yè
comel leaves

wài
outside

chu
go

ARG
L

b.

dênggão

climb high

'On their heads the put comel leaves and go outside to climb high.'
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Without the RRG concepts, the word o¡der in this sentence would be peculiar and it
would not be clear how to cha¡t a sentence like this. On the other hand, applying the
RRG theory to an East-Asian language is not without its practical problems. As my
discussion in this section has suggested, criteria for positing the left-detached position and the precore slot wa¡rant more resea¡ch.

4.7. NOTES ON JAPANESE
It is an agglutinative SOV language
to predicates. Some suffixes derive
which
can
be
anached
with a variety of suffixes
other senses f¡om a basic sense, others connect phrases and clauses, and yet others

Japanese is in many respects similar to Korean.

show distinctions in aspect, tense, mode, evidentiality, or illocutionary force. Verb
serialization and pronominal ellipsis are common. Full NPs a¡e ma¡ked with case
particles in a way ttrat resembles Korean. There is also a system of honorifics and

different polite levels of speech.
Analyses of Japanese using the RRG f¡arnework include studies by Hasegawa(1992;1995; 1996) and Shimojo (1995). The former is often quoted by Yang
(1994). It appears that many of Yang's decisions conceming Korean closely follow
those Hasegawa made for Japanese. If my analysis of East-Asian languages had
included both languages, the approach would probably have been simila¡ in them.
When making clause breaks, it would have been necessary to determine which nonfinal verb endings constitute a clause break and which ones a¡e used to connect
phrases within a clause. Some endings have multþle uses and the type of juncture
they indicate has to be determined in each context. For example, problems u¡ith the
Japanese ending -te would be simila¡ to those with the Korean -ko.

(294)

a

Dare

ga

kompyütã

o

tsukat-te

imas-u

ka?

whoNOMcomputer ACCuse-TE PROG-TNS Q
'Who is using the computer?'
b.

jidõsha

car

ni not-te
in ride-TE

nuclea¡
juncture

iku

core/clausal??

go

juncnre

'go by caft

c. Hayaku shigoto

o

sumase-te

uchi

ni

kaeri-nasai.

quickly work ACC finish-TE home LOC return-IMP
'Finish your work quickly, and go home!'
(Hasegawa 1992:193.)

clausal

juncture
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Clause and sentence stn¡caue can be described in basically the same way as in
Korean. The example below (from Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 32'¡ illustates the
basic order of the elements in the core a.s well as the position of the periphery:

(2es)

SENTENCE

CLAUSE

PERIPHERY

ARG

NUC
PRED

NP

I

PP

Tarõga Kazuenouchide

NP

v

hono

yonda ka?

'Did Taro read a/the book at Kazue's house?'
Th¡ee extra core slots have been found in Japanese. There is even a postcofe slot as
was illusuated by example (272) fuom Shimojo (1995). The left-detached position
and the precore slot are exernplified below

n (296a) and (296b)

respectively with

sentencas taken from Japanese teaching materials:

(2e6)

a. LDP

hi, Saru ga

Kani no uchi e asobi
One day monkey NOM crab GEN house to play
'One day, Monkey ca¡ne to Crab's house to play...'
(Vaccari 1972:461)

Aru

b. PrCS

Piano
Piano

wa shõgakusei no toki kara

TOP

primary.school.

GEN tirne from

ni
to

ki-æ
come-and

narai-hajime-mashi-ta-

learn-start-POL-PAST

student

'(S/he) has been taking piano lessons since s/he was in primary school.'
(adapted ftorn J apanese for today I 980: 1 68)
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1n4.2.4.2.I argued against an analysis that neutral topic would move to the LDP,
while contrasted topics would occur in the precore slot. I claimed that there is not
enough evidence for such moving between slots depending on the marking of the
NP. Here I am suggesting the same in Japanese. In order to compare Japanese with
Korean, I examined a couple of na¡rative stories from Vacca¡i's Japanese Reader.
The result was that there was further support fo¡ the kind of analysis I suggested
for Korean. Consider the following sentence from the story ahut an old man
(Hannsalcajijii) and his dog. The old man has buried his dog and planted a tree on
that place. Soon the tree has grown big. The story goes on as follows (from Vacca¡i
1972:

l4l):

(297)

Aru hi, yo¡ ojiisan wa kono ki
one day good old.man TOP this Eee

o

ACC

kit-te
cur-TE

'One day, the good old man cut this ree'

sore de usu o
that with morta¡ ACC
'and made a morta¡ out of

tsuku¡i-mashi-ta
make-POL-PAST

it.'

In this sentence the left-detached position is filled with ar¿ åi 'one day'. The topic
'old man' appears to occur in iæ ordinary position, i.e. the position for the fi¡st core
argument. That is the case also in the next pair of sentences taken from two other
stories in the same reader (Vaccari 1972:209,229).ln both sentences, ûrere appear
to be two slots before the fust core argument. Observe that the stn¡cture in them is
the same even though one of ttrem has a topic ma¡ked NP while the othe¡ has a
nominatively ma¡ked NP:

(298)
a- Soshite, yugata kame wa yama no ue ni suki-mashi-ta.
then evening tortoise TOP mountain GEN top æ a¡rive-POL-PAST
'Then, in the evening, the tortoise a¡¡ived on the top of ttre mountain'

b. Sono toki, doko ka¡a ka kin-iro no tobi ga to-nde ki-mashi-ta.
that timewherefromQgold- GEN kite NOM fly-TE come-

color

'That moment, from somewhere,

POL-PAST
a

golden kite came flying'

Topics in topic-comment constructions Eeem to ñt in the precore slot as was suggested in the Korea¡r section. Consider the continuation of the story in (298b)
which goes on as in (299ad) The clause (299c) with a double-nominative constn¡c-
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tion deserves attention. As the context shows, the left-most NP 'enemy' does not
seem ¡o be a topic in the LDP. However, it could well be an element in the precore
slot:

(zee)
a- soshite

Tennõ no o-yumi no saki ni
Emperor GEN HON-bow GEN top at

then -

tomari-mashi-ta.

stop-POL-PAST

'and alighted on the top of the Emperor's bow.'

b. Sono tobi ga chõdo inazuma no yõ-ni rsuyoku kagayaki-mashi-ø node
ttrat kite NOM just lightning GEN like strongly gliner-POL-PAST so
'As the kite glinered just as strongly as lightning'

c.

teki wa mina me ga kurashi-masi-ø,
enemy TOP all eye NOM dazzle-POL-PAST
'all the enemy were dazzled'

d. soshite kõsan-shi-mashi-ta.

then

surrender-POL-PAST

'and surrendered.'

In the light of this data it seems feasible to analyze double-nominative constructions as follows:

(300) LDP

CLAUSE
PrCS

Asatte

anata. wa

day.after.tomorrow you TOP

CORE

ARG

NUC

hima ga

ari-masu

ka?

free.time NOM exist-POl Q

'Are you free the day after tomorrow, Sunday?
(adapted fromJapanese

for today 1980:

180)

My application of RRG differs from Hasegawa (1992) and Yang (1994). If my
analysis is accepted we avoid two problems: i) ttrat elements would move from one
slot to another depending on the marker attached to them, and ü) that we run out of

slots when the LDP and PrCS seem to be occupied
ously has a topic-marked NP.

in a sentence that

simultane-
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a brief look at predicates. Kuno (1973: 136) mentions that
predicative
adjectives a¡e inherently states. As in Korean, an RRG
all Japanese
account allows for fi¡rttrer subcategorization between states, like atributive states,
locative states, states expressing feelings, etc., which all yield different logical stuctures. In addition, ttre system of predicate classification can also describe various

Finally, let us have

types of derived meanings. The example below shows a derivation from a state in
(301a) to an activity (301b) by attaching garu to it and a fi¡rther derivation with a
causative morpheme (30 1 c):

(301) u lcowa-í
b.kowa-garu
c. kowa-gara-su

'fearful', 'dreadful'
'fear','dread'
'frighten', 'scare'

Lexicalization pattems in Japanese and Korean show several simila¡ities. In botÌt
languages inanimate subjects are incompatible with certain types of transitive verbs.
In Japanese, the verb korosu seems to require ¿m agent, not just an inanimafe
effector. In English, on the other hand, few verbs seem to have obligatory agents.
(Hasegawa 1992;1995;1996; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997.) Compare the verb k//
with its Japanese counterpaf (from Hasegawa, cited in Van Valin and LPoüa

1997:120):

(302) *Sensõ ga

war

õkuno heishi

o

NOM many soldier ACC

koroshi-ta.

kill-PAST

'The war killed many soldiers.'

In this dissertation, SOV languages of East-Asia have been illustrated mainly by
Korean. Basically the approach, however, seems to be also applicable to Japanese,
as illustrated by the examples in this section. The two languages, of course, also
exhibit differences but further comparisons between them are out of the scope of
this dissertation. I hope ttrat more studies will be conducted on these problems
using whole texts in the corpus.

